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Tntroduction to Iris Murdoch's Moral philosorrhy

rris Murdoch has become known to the literary world
primarily as a writer of Romantic neo-Gothic style novels

ï feel that this misconception has very much undermined her

acceptance into the ranks of "serious" writers. ft is
unfortunate that this is so and I hope that the recent
growth in Ph.D. dissertations on Miss Murdoch¡s fictional
works is an indication of a more just appraisal of her work.l
rt is also hoped that in a small way the present analysis wilr
contribut,e to the steadi-ly growing body of crítical work

which sees Miss Murdoch's novers and philosophic writings as

a useful contributíon to twentieth century moral philosophy.

It is my argument that the sixt.een novels she has had

publ:-shed prior to Lg7 4 can be seen as case stud.ies f or her

more abstract moral philosophy as expressed in her theore.tical
writings. These novels may be seen as testing grounds for
her moral theory. Given fictional representation, her ideas

in moral philosophy achieve more vital dimensions. This she

achieves through detailed and varied characterization com1;'ined

with carefully sLructured plots. Although the danger exists
that her characters may becorne unreal ciphers carrying their
load of Murdochian concepts like allegorical creatures, Miss

l4urdoch generally does her best to make her characters into
fu1ly fleshed out beings. Her protagonists are remembered
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long after the plot of her novels has faded, from memory.

Theory is given a practical setting in her novels and

it is with this in mind. that r have divided this thesis into
two sections, the first section to offer a description of the

Murdochian code of moral philosophy as revealed through her

abstract prose, and the second, consisting of four chapters,

to search for how her theory has been revealed through the

characters and sj-tuations developed in her novels

fn this íntroduction, I hope to bring as many of l4iss

Murdochts moral concepts as possible into a more compact and

coherent. form than she has yet given us herself" It will be

seen that from this dissection of her moral theor-izings there
gradually emerges a moral code which, with due cau'tion, can be

used as a reference for assessing the moral- behavior of her

characters in the novels. Her theory illurninates her fiction
and vice versa. I believe her novels are constructed with
Èhe express purpose of placing the reader i¡r the position of

"judge"'of the characters' moral behaviors" Her quarrel with
theory is that, it is so dry. Fiction alone gives the c.losest

approximation to reaLity. Her characters are scu.lptured in
words in such a way as to act as exemplars for moral viewpoints"

Certain labels of characteristic types of resporlse to life
are of convenience in classifying the large numbers of characters

Murdoch has created in her novels. These are not absolute

categories as much as characteristic ways of responding to

moral situations encountered by her characters in the novels.



.It ís my intent to place each of the characters

analysed r^¡ithin the f ramework of Murdoch's moral canon

and thus to reveal certain patterns of human moral behavior

which might othenvise be overlooked with a cursory reading

of her novels. lfurdochrs novels and her rnoral theory mutually

accenLuate each other. The totalr ãs it v¡ere, is more than

the sum of the parts. Theory is limited by its abstract

naturê. Fictj-on is too entangled in its own complexities.

Toget,her, I believe they reveal fascinating insights into

human moral behavj-or. This is very likely exactly what

l4urdoch intends.

The lrfurdochian Canon of t4oral Philosophy

Iris Murdoch is by profession both a philosophy don at

St.Anne's College, Oxford, and a rather prolific novelist"

Unfortunately, her reputation as a novelist has completely

overshadowed her rvork as a moral- theorist. Her theory provides

much useful- ínformation v¡hich complements her fiction. Although

a curious reader may be motivated to search out Ir{iss l4urdoch¡s

philosophic efforts, he or she m.íght find it dj-fficult to

locate a solid corpus of her theory as she has spread her

ethical views in fourteen or so obscure journal articals over

a fifteen year period. V'iith the publication of :dhe Sovereignty

of Good, a more fcrmal recognition of her talents as a moral

philosopher is possible.

il4iss t[urdoch' s first

monogram entitl-ed Sartre:

philosophic publication \^/as a

Romantic Rationalist. This appeared



in nineteen fÍfÈy-thrèe, one year before her first novel

Under the Net, and, in addítion to rendering Sartre more

readily comprehensi ble, iL'.expreSsed, :a',dj:sèaÈi'sf¿ç.tion'lfith

the Existential school of French philosophy. Charae'beristic

of t,hÍs disgruntled tone is the following statement taken

from Èhe bookg

Sartre takes his heroes up to the point of
insight , realízation, despair--and there he
leaves them" They mayrfaLl backo but, they d.o
not know how to go on" -

But she d,id, not confine her dissat,isfaction to the one

school of thought only" Equally pernicious r¡Iere the theories

of the British moralísts from Hume to Hampshire. Their

neo-Vüittgensteinian linguistic analysis and rational empirieism

struck her as too cold and remote f rom the murky, 'turbulenÈ

human condition"

Her attitude toward the state of modern philosophy circa

the 1950,s, particularly that pertaíning to moral philosophy,

ís well sununed up in her most recent article "On God and Good".

!'Much of contemporary moral philosophy appears both unambitious

and optimistic,".a relaxed picture of a mediocre achievement."3

Moral philosophy, to Lrer mind, has grovrn flaccid and flabby

in a post,-war contentment, with the power of science and the

dramatic posturing permitted. by Existentialist thinkers.

Briefly, her critícism of Existentialism is that it errs

on the side of being overly optimistic and self-aggrand.izing;

whereas, the Logíca1 Posiii.¡j-sts offer a sterile philosophy

which severely circumscribes further exploration in morals



and ethics. Ifhat so gireatly irri-tatês-her about Existentialism

is its constant stress on the power of the individuqlus will,

Existential theory sees man as a solitary will struggling to

live an "authentic", i"e., morally sincererlife, through the

mechanism of a consciously controlled choice" This, she feels,

places too heavy and unrealistic a burder on the ordinarlr human

consciousness and leaves out of account such basic things as

the nature of the emotions and the unconscious or subconscious

mind. Life is f.uzzy and moral choices are often made before

we have thought about them" What, in fact, happens in an

Existentiali st universe is an intensification of the ego and

a correspondìng image of the self as the centre of all meanj-ng

anrl significance. To itlurdocÌr this is mere dramatic posturing

whích, although comfortable, is nothing more than mankind

puffing itself up to appear formidable j-n a frighteningly

purposeless universe. Seadì-ng lqurdoch on this point¡ ï/e see

she believes that, "fn the moral life, the enemy is the fat

relentless ego."4 She doubts the very integrity of this self:

"The self, the place where we live, is the place of illusion."5

Vrlhat she claims is lacking is a sense of reality lying out-

sicle the self in the realm of others.

Similarly, l'Íiss Murdoch attacks Empiricism as represented

by the school of post-Moore British Philosophers for their

emphasis on will as the final arbiter on value:

Existentialism ancl Enipiricism. . . share a number
of motives and doctrines. Both philosophies
are against traditional metaphysics, attack
substantial theories of mind, have a touch of
puritanism, construe virtue in terms of will rather



than in terms of knowledge, emphasize choice,
are markedly Liberal in their political bias,
are neo-Kantian" 

U

And again, when conparing the two rival schools of Hege1. and

Sartre, she crirtlclzes them by detecting certain negative

símílarities '
both philosophies tend toward soJ-ipsism"

Neither pictures virtue as collcerned with
anything real outside ourselves" Neither ¡rro-
viães us with a standpoint for considering real
human beings j-n their variety. and neither
presents us with any technique for exploring
ãnd controlling our own spiritual energy"T

To'paraphrase her criticisms: these philosophies ignore the

world of others and t.hey seal off all possÍble sources of

spiritual pohler. Modern philosophy, being profoundly anti-

metaphysical, cuts itself off from aIt chance of transcendence.

For these reasons, Miss Murdoch finds much of contemporary

philosophy inadequate and in need of a thorough reappraisal"

However, the assessment she makes of the essential human

condition ís quíte in agreement with these d.ominant schools

of philosophy. Man is still- the victim of an unaccountable

and unjust fate--"We are what we seem to be, transient mortal

creatures subject to necessity and chance.'o9and, u'Our destiny

can be examined but it cannot be justified or totally explained.

SIe are simply here."9 Life , Íor Murdoch, remains fundamentally

enigmatic--purpose or destiny are nowhere revealed" But,

whereas Existentialists and Empiricists alike fear "history,

real beings, and real change, whatever is contingento megsy,
1ô

boundless, infinitely particular, and endlessly to be explainedr"l"

I,Iiss Murdoch finds these conditions of existence acceptable

and necessary parts of the picture. Instead of condemning the



world for the way it is arranged, she símply says that we must

live with things as they are and accept the contingency of

life and thê whole of the "messy phenomenal world- "11

It can be seen then that Murdoch, although basically

agreeing on the nature and appearance of the world, d.iffers

in her reaction to these conditions with her totrerairt attitude-

To her, iL is man's mind, hís psychology, which is the most

fascinating area for investigation. The world must be accepted.

with its full load of death, chance, and necessity. However,

Murdoch is skeptical of the power and consistency of the mind:

Our minds are continuously active, fabricat'ing
. an anxious, usually self-preoccupied, often

falsífying veil which partially conceals the
world. Our states of consciousness differ in
quáLity, our fantasies and reveries are not
trivial and unimportant, they are profoundly
connected with ggr energies and our abilitlz to
choose and act-"

This constant flux within our minds compounds the prol:lem of

a contingent universe outside and makes moral behavior that

much harder to define or treat rationally" Thus' Murdoch

guarrels with both Existentialists who emphasize wil1, and

r¿ith Empiricists who emphasize rationality.

Dissatisfaction v¡ith existing philosophies and a critical

reappraísal of mants mind and, nature motivated l4urdoch to

begin her search for an alternative moral philosophy. As

early as nineteen fifty-nine, she was calling for "a more

alnbitióus concepL,¡al pÍcbure,".13 and more explicitly sti11,

saying, "Wê need.".a framework, a house of theory""l4 In her

article, "Against DrynesS" she laments, "We haVe suffered a



general loss of concepts. "l5 As far as she was concerned.,

there was little value in any of the current philosophies of

mind; but worse still, there appeared to be a negative atmosphere

in contemporary philosophy banning all theorj-zing--particularly

metaphysical theorizing" In justification of her perceived. need

for this theorizing, Miss Murdoch puts forward the following

proposition:

(Moral theory is) the provision o! rich and
fertile conceptual schemes which help us to
reflect, upon and understand the nature of moral
progress and moral failure and the reasons for
the divergence of one moral temperament from
another. l6

Moral theory might therefore hol-d the potential of becoming

a way of understanding the infinite variety of other people.

She justifies this centrality of moral theory in any

philosophy by observing that it is really a person's "total

vision of life"17 and the "configuration of their though¡"18

which governs their overt behavior" It therefore becomes

important to evolve a moral philosophy which attempts to

perceive "moral- differences as differences of understanding."19

This in turn necessitates an enlargement of moral concepts and

moral vocabulary; a.s she says, "A moraÌity is a ramification

of concepts. "20 A= far as Murdoch is concerned, the more concepts

the better; at l-east we can thereby avoid hermeneutic philos-

ophies which see on-'l-y as much as their bl-inkers will aIlow.

We can then come to grips with real persons in real situations.

According to Murdoch, Lhe purpose of theorizing is "mora1 clari-

fication and understanding,"2I and, similarly, morals and ethics

ought to be viewed as "both exploration an'l analysis -"22 Such



an attitude of renewed vigor on the part of moral philosophers

would break the thraIl of what she considers sterile contemp-

orary theory.

Flowever, Miss Murdoch has a particular type of theory in

mind when she cal}s for more concepts" What she desires is,

"a post-Kantj-a¡ untromantic Liberalism with a different image

. ,23of freed.om"-- and,

..more concepts than our philosophies have
furnished us with. We need to be enabled to
think in terms of degrees of freedomn and to
picture, in a non-metaphysical, non-totalitarian, . .tì
ãnd non-religious sense, t,he transcenCence of reaLLLy"¿a

These are the stiff requisites which she in her own theory

attempts to satisfy. Tt is therefore understandabl-e that

much of her theory consists of a proliferation of concepts and

the establj-shment of a hierarchy of values centering around.

these key concePts.

Discontent with contemporary moral philosophy made Murdoch

appreciate the need for a ne\^/ set of moral concepts to provide

the framework for a more ad.equate moral philosophy" The

recognition of this need provided her with a starting-point

in her search for moral criteria for behavior and for the

establishment of some sort of moral order that could' support

man in all his weakness and. inspire him to maximize his potential

as a moral being. She has conducted this search both through

her philosophic r,vritings and through her novel-s, using nany

intriguing juxtapositions of her o\t'n ideas and those of Simone

Weil and Gabriel Marcel. The former writer's works suggested

l,Iurdoch's concept of "attention" or the loving regard for

others; and the latter, Marcel, proferred the immensely



valuable viewpoint of man's discovering himself in and

through others"

Murdoch's general discontent with contemporary mo::al

theory led her elaboraiion of moral concepts which

she chose to express both in her works of critical philosophic

analysis and in her novels. In the introduction to Sartre:

10

Romantic Ratio+alist, Murdoch gives us an idea of why she

decid.ed to experiment with the fictional format for her

moral musings,

" (lhe novelist) has always implicitly und.erstood
what the philosopher has grasped less clearly,
that human reason is not a single unitary
gadget the nature of which could be discovered
once for aLL"" rU

Yet both theory and its fictional counterpart are only parts

of a larger whole which is life" All, according to Murdoch,

would be bound together by her central concept of "attention".

Recognizing the need for theory is a different thing

from actually creating a coherent theory of onets own" It

took lvliss t4urdoch a good- fifteen years to elaborate her

presentation of a moral philosophlz" She selected as her

starting-point the word "attention" as used by Simone Weil

to express "the idea of a just and loving gaze directed upon

an, indivj-dual rea!íLy" .26 She f ully endorsed I,veil r s sti-pu-

lation that, "Morality was a matter of attention, not of wi}l"

We need a new vocabulary of attention."27 This idea of

"attention" seerned to offer to Murdoch a larger scope for a

more accurate appraisal of the nature of the world and its

relation to man's rnind. The flux within us and the continçent



universe without might be brought into clearer focus

through this concept of "attention" " The suggestion of a

vocabulary of at.tention was very quickly realized in her

orvn writings with the inclusion of approximate synon)rms

for "attentionti such as "gazi-ttg" , "looking", and "seeing'.

Murdoch tends to use the words interchangeably and all have

equivalent meanings Í. ., "seeing more and more deeply into the

sense which is before u.s" .28 rh" actual o61,ect of this

"sense" is for Murdoch the world of things and of others,

with all their contingency, "there"-ness, and infinite

particularity. If we admit. to the potentially negative power

of the ego as an inflated and distorted se1f, and, if we accept

without hostility the idea of the universe replete with infini'te

particularitlr, then the stage is set for a new understanding

of the immense importance of others" This, combined. with the

concept of "attention" rather than will as central-, allows a

different set of moral definítions and concepts to emerge"

Attention itself is seen as a continuous process:

The task of attention goes on all the time and
at apparently empty and everyday moments we are
"looking", making those litt1e peering efforts
of imagination which have important cumulative
resultã. 29

It is also depicted as being at least partially involuntary

l-rrz nrl-¡rra Tt is the process of seeing freshly and rvith an -¡:q 9s! v .

unprejud.iced, unclouded vision the reality of the world: for

example, its contigency, randomness, particularity as well

as j.ts capacity for relatedness and form. Attention, besides

11



being often uncontrolled, is often taking place at different

levels of a$Tereness, "...we often apprehend rnore than we

clearly understand and grow by looking."30 Even while passively

observing events and people, our total avzareness of them may

be growing without our conscious awareness'

In further explanation of the meaning of attentiono Miss

Murdoch explains, "We learn by attending to contexts. "3l By

"contexts" she means the whole psycho-social environment of

persons outside ourselves" Vüe l-earn by focusing on the entíre

"Gestalt" of the event, scene or person" But more than that,

Murdoch is calling for an effort of imaginative empathy.

Empathy or empathic understanding j-s not a new word in man-

kind's moral vocabulary. It has been around at least since

Jesus Christ and probably could be traced to the pre-Socratic

thinkers.32wh.t she is doing is revitalizing a powerful concept

and incorporating it into her moral philosophy" Where she

differs somewhat is in her tying tggether of empathy and the

imagination. In one of her articles, Murdoch states, "There

must also be a willed imaginatíve reaching out towards what is

real. "33 obviously it is a delicate point whether will or

imagination can be so harnessed. What is essentj.al is that

imagination must be controlled by the desire to "attend." to

something or Someone" ft is this element of control that

creates the difference between Murdoch's theories involving

empathy and those of other thinkers. Empathy is defined in

lVebsterrs Dictionary êsr "the i-maginative projection of a

subjective state into an object so that the object appears to

be infused with it" and, "the capacity for participation in

l2



anotherrs feelings or id.eas .u34

expanded considerably on this basic definition" What is
called for is a willed imaginative focusing of our att.ention

on contexts of real persons, eventsrand, things" Wii:h this

ability, Murcloch maintains, will come the potentia.l- for real
growth as moral agents" She maintains that, "Attending is

the characteristic and proper mark of the active moral agent."35

Murdoch is skeptical of our ability to communícate or

understand in any authentic manner the real indivíduaJ-ity and

opacity of other people if we cannot somehow imaginatively

step into their worlds. Murdoch uses the word "opacity" in a

very special sense. Mants nature to modern scierrce and Lo

some of the more brutal psychologies is perfectly "clear".
Man is to them simply a collection of particles arranged in

strict accordance with immutable laws" To Murdoch, man is

"opaque" or possesses "opacity'1 She alsþi strongly believes

that science and materialistic philosophies and psychologies

are simplistic. For her at least, man's true naLure will forever

remain impervious to the crude tools of science and technology.

Indeed, to her, mants fundamental opaciLy lends him the

quality of mystery and uniqueness that shalI ever preserve him

from too rigorous or reductionist analysis.

The imaginative capacity of seeing into another person's

world introducês the idea of the tragic freedom of man--"an

indefinitely extended capacity to imagine the being of others. "36

It is a tragic freedom in that it exists as a potential which

may never be tapped. We can choose whether we use it or not"

13

We can see that Murdoch has



The penalty for not usÍng this marvellous capacity according

to Murdoch is an empty egoistic or fantasy-rid.den life. She

offers no proof for this opinion other.than her own experiences

and convictions. However this may be, there can be little doubt

that we do have the potenLial- Lo "groüI by looking"l7 and, it

is readily conceivable that att,ending to the world of others

will yield large rewards in terms of understanding and communi-

cation" The isolated selfr âs she says, is often a "place of

illusion" and can constitute a totally enclosed enr¡ironment,

severely resÈricted in its inability to get beyond its own walls.

If we can accept the conceptual schema which Miss Murdoch

makesr vrê can move on to her next set of statements which further

elaborate a moral vocabuLary. Having accepted the image of man

as a being capable of attending to others in an imaginative

sense, and fully appreciating the flux of manns mind and the

contingency of the universe, it is now possible for Murdoch

to attempt a definition of real virtue and goodness. Murdoch

simply states that virtue "is concerned with realLy apprehending

that oÈher people exist. "3B Goodness could therefore be defined

as the characteristic quality of a person who best apprehends

or "attends" to the reality of others

Where Murdoch is perhaps naive is in her belief that once

a'Loving gaze" is directed at the reality of the o'b.her person,

that the gazer will not then act in an unloving, amoral¡ or

destrucÈíve fashion. The obvious question follows a,s tò- r".¡llether

the mere act of focusing imaginative empathy upon another can

preclude or inhibit violent acts such as manipulation or causing

L4



psychological damage to the other person?

I believe the realization of this problem with pure

theory motivated l4iss Murdoch to seek further confirmation

of her moral theory in her works of fiction. The format of

the novel provided her v¡ith the needed "mock-up" conditions

where she could. create at will the necessary contexts where

her characters cou1d. struggle in life-stimulating circum-

stances with the enemies of "right" moral action "

In the following chapters, I have establishedu for the

sake of simplicity, six basic categories which best sum up

15

the psychological approach to life of a number of her characters

from her novels. Admittedly, these categories are somewhat

arbitrary. However, they do serve the useful purpose of

providing parallels and correspondencies among various characters

from her different novels and of stressing the moral view

inforning character and plot" Her main characters tend to

become exemplars of certain moral attitudes toward the world

and oihers. This makes it easier for us to see Murdoch's

theory in action. It is also useful in clarifying some of

Murdoch's more abstract conceptions and. will give the read.er

an insight into hov¡ moral concepts realize themselves j-n action.



Escapists: An

Escapism often is a negati-ve reaction to the pressures

of life. It is the seeking of shelter in a secure world of

onets own and in Lhis sense is shared with conventionalists"

ït. is characterizeö. by withdrawal from the real world into

either fantasy or a heavily patternecl way of life" There are

many characters in the novels of Iris Murdoch who would

qualify as escapists but perhaps the purest of these, that is.

those not exhibit.ing too many other reaCily definable types

of behavior, are Hugh Peronett and Edmund Narraway" As shall

be seen, their desj.re to escape into private worlds limits.

their perception of the Good and, although both find something

of salvation in the resolution of the story, neither is ever

d.ef inítely redeemed to a "virtuous life-"

Hugh peronett in An Unofficial Rose is already sixty-seven

years Old when vze meet him and, as we learn, had spent most

of those years excaping life through the consolation of con-

vention. The one event that really shook his l-ife to the

foundations vras his brief affair with Emma Sands. This epísode

Hugh had. savored over the years and del-eteriously tried tq'r

fOrget. Emmars reappearance, after So many yearst absence,

at the burj-al of Hugh's wife, Fanny, recalls atl- the romance

Hugh had imagined into the affair and he determines to resume

his love for Emma at the point where he left off"

16
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Hugh escapes into false memories and deceives himself

into believing that all his years with Fanny amounted to a

mere nothing" In his reminiscences of ma::::ied life, he

condenses long relatively happy years into statements like
the following,

He had passed years in a resentment against
his wife which had gradually deadened his
tenderness into pity into a dull resigned
companionship. Their marriage had become a
holl-ow f rame. It was for that sc¡::did but echo-
ing framework, its painted exterior so bravely
held up to the world, Çhat. he had given up the
peril of a great love.*

Even should the fact of the "great love" be beyond dispute,

the reader would be right to be skeptical that a marriage

of such long duration could be entirely wrong or entirely

the wife's fau1t. Why should anyone want to remain in misery

when they neeC not? Fiithin pages, Hugh changes h.is mind again

and in a more charitabl-e mood, ruminates, "His marriage,

whatever its shortcomings, had been a real living thing and

not an empty she1l."2 This sudden about-face underlines the

f luctuating quality of Hugh' s memory and \^iarns the read.er to

distrust all further absolute statements coming from Hugh.

None too soon for within seconds in his flow of thought, Hugh

once again dismisses the reality of Fanny by saying, "Poor

Fanny had had no secrets. She had been a woman without
î

mystery."- This confusion regarding such an important event

in his life as his marriage would indicate to Murdoch a more

profound confusion regarding his relation between his self

and other people. Falling back on non-.Lhreatening convention

L7



is far easier than confronting the reality of his inability

to communicate with oeople. Hugh describes himself as basic-

ally conventional and, with some bitterness, aS "always the
4srrectator."= Murdoch with a certain degree of i-rony makes this

ínto a liLeral truth by having Hugh obsessed with the beauty

of a Tintoretto painting. IÌb invests Lhis painting, described

as Hugh's "golden dream of another world,"5 with far greater

reality than any person in his life and, as a result, it

becones the focus for much of the drama interconnecting his

sonts life arrcl his o\^/n"

The Tintoretto enslaves Hugh and offers him a readily

access-ible escape from the rvorld in the form of abstraction

into beauty, sublimity and perfection" Although Murdoch in her

theory of ari would endorse the value of art to make us aware

of perfection, she would certainly condemn complete abstraction

into arb at the expense of 1ivå,n9" His worship of artistic

perfection has served to enthral-I Hugh rather than enlighten

him as to the partícularity of others" He abuses art and' uses

it as a blindfold to keep him from seeing the beauty of other

"real" people.

Both Mild.red and Randall understand Hugh's fail-ure to

perceive the world and others" They react oppositely" Mildred

find.s Hugh an object of love and. compassion and pity--"There

r.fasr in his obl-iviousness, in his utter failure to discover

what w¿s going oIIr a kind of beauLiful stupidity."6 Ran¿all

seeks a kind of Oeclipal vengeance upon his father through the

Tintoretto and through Hugh's twenty-five years in the past
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místress. Mildred pities him and Randall seeks to destroy

the falsifying image--like a child smashing the tel-evision

set his footbai-i- crazed Daddy is watching. After Hugh sells

the Tintoretto and Randall becomes temporarily rich as a

result, with greater truth than he knows Randall "felt as

if he had killed his father. "7
Hugh escapes into faulty memory and the absLraction of

artistj-c beauty andrby so doing, he devalues, or undervalues,

people, and tends to omit them from his considerations, His

treatment of Mildred amply ill-ustrates his self-delusion.

With her he is platonically friendly and totally unaware of

the love she so obviously has for him. Similarly he is

oblivious of Ann's misery with his son and keeps as far from

trouble as possible"

With Emma, however, things are d.if ferent. He 5-s hypno-

tized by her in the same way as a bird rvhen confronted v¡ith

a snake. He deceives himself delil>erately into believing

that love still existed between them and that they have not

changed. Odd1y, he is aware of the process of self-deception

but does nothing to stoP it:

19

When he actually confronts her in her London flat, ire is

paralysed and at first can only stare" she is real, she

has_ changed, she is autonomous. He is shocked, "It v/as more

like the srrapping of a cord than like a reunion."9 The cord

that al.most snaps is the cord of Hugh's "sefective memory"

He was well aware that his
retained for him, from that
of the far past, onIY what
was tragic. ö

selective memory
strange episode

was joyful and ivhat



which has only retained the fancj-ful images of the old

romance. Hugh does not count on Emma's power and. the swift-

ness with r'rhich she is capable of striking and taking advantage

of a situation" Perhaps he has an intimation of this manipul-

at,iveness when he recalls v¡hat attracted him to her in

the first place: "her moral otherness." She is all that

Fanny rira.s not; she was dangerous, original, free, and. "d.ark,
'ln

perhaps twisted."-- Emma's po\der lies j-n her willingness to

manipulate people in order to achieve her convolut.eC plàns

She treats people like pawns to be played in her Carefully

contrived schemes. Whether Hugh appreciates the danger he

is in, ís no matter as he is caught in her snare once again

through his fascination wj-th her. She is lilce his Tintoretto

in possessing a mysterious beauty all to hersel-f. She has the

power to enchant and she m.akes a worshipper out of Hugh.

Hugh feels Èhat he is free when he is with her but the

freedorn he discovers is real1y quite empty, "he is free only
'l 't

to starve. "-' For Emma wants only his presence not hj-s love"

Emma' s moral code j-s as f olloivs, "As f or other people, either
1)

theytre vzith me or they don't exist. "-- For instance, when

first she meets Hugh in her appartment, she refuses to see

hin again unless it is on her te-,:ms. These are quite rigorous

and their motive is suspect. She wants to yisit Randall's

home and meet his lvife.\nn and his daughter Miranda. Such a

visit would complete her understanding of the dynamics of

Hugh's family life and thus give her greater manipulative

leverage. Her motives are purely destructive. Hugh fails
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to see this and read.ily agrees to her terms, thus again

becoming Emma's victim. Behind. this reaótion is Hugh's over-

whelmj-ng desire to escape from reality" He refuses to see

Emma as the evil schemer that she is. He prefers the comforting

delusion that there exists remnants of a long-dead love

between them. According to the Murdochian code, Emma is

immoral and. evil and guilty of enchanting Hugh only to wreak

a trvisted vengeance on him. She accomplishes this by carefully

structuring a situation where Randall's love f.or her assistant

Lindsay will reproduce the conditions of Hughrs love for her.

Once the stage is set' she allows the characters to take the

scene and they predictably behave exactly as planned.

I{hen at last Hugh regains his sense of balance by admitLíng

that,,It was impossible to remake the past."13 it is too l-ate

to save Randall or Ann from their own weaknesses" Emma has won'

l4emory and love of beauty have for Hugh provided poor directions

in guiding his life. IIe is as btind as before to the reality

of others. Even his trip to India with Mildred offers no

guarantee of a change of attitude. He sti1l seems to under-

value people, "Mildred v¡ould be waiting for him"'14

Hugh is not a particularly admirable character ancl fails

to achieve moral enlight,enment withirr l{urdochrs conceptual

framer,vork. He possesses apparently infinite ability to cleceive

himself with escapes into false rnemories and. dreams o¡-' artistic

perfection. Like everyorre else in the novel, he "survives",

but, as we take leave of the book, there is the strong sus-

picion that mere survival is not enough. Each of the characters

could have achieved goodness had they paused and taken the
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the time to "aLtend" to the reality of the other person"

Hugh could have seen the evil motive present in Emma" Emma

could have seen the weakness of Hugh and helped him overcome it.

Edmund Narraway in The Italian Girl had similar traits

to Hugh Peronett but differs in the method of his escapi-st'

reaction to life. Edmund isolat'es hii:rself through his art

and conceives of hinself aS a recluse, "I lived a solitary
'tq

Iife",,t3 What, he is isolating himself from is the disarray

and chaos of life which he, like E.M.Forster in his novelso

termed .,,muddl-e". His brother, ottO, also an artist, lives a

life filled with muddle and when Edmund returns to the parental

home to hear his motherts will read out, he encounters nothing

but muddle. Isabe1 is estranged from Otto; Otto is having an

open affair with a girl named Elsa; and Flora, Otto's claughter,

is pregnant and wants money for an abortion- Each of them

appeals to Edmund for pity, fror understanding, for solutions

to their problems. All threaten to force him to break out of

his splendid isolation, drop his "securiLy blanket" of non-

involvement, and attend to their reality" Edmundrs struggle

with hímself is hard on him for hie has lived many years

with ingrained habits of responding to others- Indeed, he

is thor:oughly panicked by the contingent, the messy phenomenal

world of other people and their private lives. witness his

reaction to his own brother: "otto's laughter, ottors reek
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of alcohol, the messy, muddled, personal smell of it all

seemed sud.denly to represent everything (he) detested."l6

Vüith coñtments like "I was, after all, only a passer-by,"L7

he keeps trying to convince himsetf that he is justified ín

his lack of concern for the happiness of oLhers" His sojourn

in his brother's house proves to be his moral bat'tleground

where he actual ly discovers his moral naLure. A forewarning

of this comes when he exhibits a very neat ability for self-

analysis: "otLo too had his labyrinth, tris metaphysical

torture chamber. Indeecl, I had my own."1B This is definite

progress in a self-styled "rec1use".

Many events conspire to move Edmund from his escapist

existence ínto the real world of other people. Edmund. can scarce

do otherwise as he passionately embraces an adolescent girl

(Otto¡s preginant daughter), ís attacked physically by his

violently a¡¡grY brother, endures revelations of sexual

philanderings¡ êrrd is caught in a fire where Elsa, the mid-

European maidservant and sister to the apprentice to Ottot

receives fatal burns. His sensorium is completely d'eluged

and, like a compulsion neurosis patient receiving electric

shock treatments, his mind is blanked to its cyclic pattern

and for the first time in years Ìre is capable of reworking

his attitudes to reality and others. The "escapist" chain

of habit and avoidance is finally broken" Edmund "sees"

F-l.ora in a just. and loving light and rejects her adoration'

He recognizes Ottots newfound peace of mind, and, fina]ly,

he commits himself to loving }4aria"
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He learns many things during his stay, the most important

of which is the importance and sanctity of others. His con-

version to a life tolerant of muddle and others is part way

completed when he says, "No man hasa right to happiness or the

right , for that matter, to trample upon other lives."19 Ttris

is undoubtedly the beginning of wisdom for Edmund and marks

his dawning awareness of the existence of other people and

his noral dutY toward them.

part of Edmund's difficutty in "seeing" other people

derives from his habit of taking them so much for granted.

His attitude toward Maggie, the ftalian girl of the títle'

demonstrates this. For at least half of the novel, Edmund

d.oes not even register her proper name and treats her as a

domestic slave indistinguishable from the numerous ftalian

girls who mad.e up his childhood environment" During the

dramatic escape from the fire, Maggie and Edmund are literally

throv¡n together. It is from this point that Edmund begins

seeíng her as a real person. He discovers she has a name

of her own--Marìa. In the household she has become known

as t4aggie and this name had stuck" Again, with this re-naming

of part of his old world, Edmund is forced to release his

escapist world of childhood memories. !{ith his fove for Maria

comes new potential--"Now f could act humanly, think, wish,

reflect, speak.u20 Dramatically, Edmund has emerged triumphant

from his personal battl-e with his escapist tendencies" Just as

does Jake Donahue in Under the Net, Edmund comes to accept the

"mudd1e", the contingency of existence as well- as the uniq!îeness

of individuals.
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Conventionalists: The

Miss l{urdoch contends that retreat into convention can

be another vray of avoid.ing genui-ne recognition of the reality
of others. Convention ítself may be a useful and even

necessary concept in law or finance but in the realm of human

relationships, it tends to be characterized by a stereotyped

response to situations demanding more acute perceptions and

reactions. It tends to be a behavioral trap into which

morally weak individuals falI t o:_, to use a more exact image,

it is like a shelter under which these types of people can

hide from any authentic and fully-conscious decision-making,

especially in the matter of morality. In the sense that
convention can be used as an irresponsible response, it is an

evil which will- damage the moral nature of its user. What is
more, it may unnecessarily limít the reality of other people

by j-gnoring their substantiality, individuality, and myster-

iousness. Convention when employed at a personal level pre-

vents its user from actually "looking" at another person so

that he never actually "sees" them in aI1 of their otherness

and never perceives their "unutterable particularity. "

.llliss l'lurdochrs fictj-on contains a fair proportion of

characters who resort to convention to solve theír moral

dilemmas and her treatrnent of these characters alrvays shows

convention to be a poor substitute for a morally aware choice.

The path to "Goodness" in her fiction is littered with the

corpses of "conventional" characters. As we shal1 see,
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Bill and lrÏan Mor in her third novel, The Sandcastle, are the

only married couple in all her novels who represent the evil

of convention. Bill Mor, or simply Mor, ís a superb example

of how conventionali-zed responses to situations demanding

decisions recognizing the full partJ-cularity of others can

effectively kiII "good" relationships and possibilities for

moral growth into a more virtuous person

Through his sud.den unaccountab't e passion for the young

portrait painter, Raín Carter, Mor is thrown into a moral

quandary where he must choose between wife, children, political

ambitions on the one hand, and mistress, freedom, and fu1ly

conscious life on the other. The choice between the consola-

tions of convention and the risk of breaking through the

imprisoning pattern of routine confront Mor with his o\Âln

moral cowardice. His excessive need for ritual and social

approval represents his either/or challenge. Either he risks

his irnage or her retreats into a life of prescribed convention.

The central struggle of the novel is the problem of

moral action. Can a man will right action or are moral déci-

síons in reality rnade through inertia and passivity? Mor and

Nan's close friend, Tim Burke, sets the case in straightforward

terms when he says, "If you really will a thing, Mor, that

thing rvill be.,,21 Tim is talking about Irlor's political

ambitions with the Labour Party but his meaning could also be

interpreted in moral terms. The real test for Mor comes when

he becomes more d.eeply invol-ved rvith Rain whom he meets at

his superior's home. Her spontaneity and her eccenLricity open

fresh layers of Mor's stifled personality and make him aware
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for once of alternative modes of being"

living. He is a don at a posh schoolo has been married. for
a good number of years, has political intentions and is well
respected for them, and has gone the usual round of dinnerso

part-ies, and bridge games" He is entrenched in his convent-

ionarity when Rain captures what i-s left of his adventurousness.

Their flirtation at the school, their quite comic episode

where Ltîor manages to accidentally sink her old car in the

pond, and. the new mutual sharing of experiences opens l{or to
a real world he has forgotten"

A sign of his shiftigg position is his new attitude

toward eccentricity:

Eccentric people, he concluded, were good for
conventional people, simply because they made
them able to conceive of everything being quite
different" This gave them a sense of freedom"
Nothing is more educational, in the end, than the
mode of being oÍ other people"22

I,lhat Mor had discovered was the tragic freedom of l:eing able

to perceive other people and to acknowledge that others have

the right to exist. It is a tragic freedom in that it is so

subject to the fl-ux of the perceiveros personality and can be

blown av/ay with ther first gust of selfish egoism" At. his

evening class, I{or demonstrates his awareness of this evan-

escent nature of freedom" He says, "FreedoInr. .. , is not

exactly what I viould call a virtue. Freedom might be called

a benefit or sort of grace--though, of course, to seek it or

to gain it might be a proof of merit."23 Recognition of the

power of freedom to approach the Good should logically lead

Af ter all, itlor is rather the epitomy of conventional
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the moral agent toward the Good. V,Ie possess according to

Murdoch, the freedom to perceive the reality of others. How-

ever¡ Wê may choose never to heed that freedom. Retribution

of sorts will inevitably follow in the form of our conLi-nuing

to dwelI in illusions, remainíng locked into convention. anö/

or blinding ourselves to the real meaning of acLions and events.

This voluntary castration of our moral sense, Murdoch would

contend, invariably leaves its scars be they physical, mental,

or spiritual.

There is ample evidence to support the argument that

Mor ín his perception and love of Rain's indivj-duality is

in ¡:ossession of a sharper, more potentially "good" moral

vision than he had previously had with his conventional and

boring Ij-fe with T{an and family" With l4or he seems to be

filled w.ith the sense of purpose, af meaning, he so lacked

with Nan. The highway becomes the metaphor for his newly

opened horizorrs--". . "the still summer air" . .changed" " "the

noisy, menacing mainroad to an open obediant highway that

tor once real-ly 'l ed somewher "."24 And' later he ruminates

that, "Obscurely in the j-nstant he was aware of the future

suddenly radiant with hope and possibility.'25 In fact, the

vision never fades. Right up until the cli'nax of the novel

in the boardroom Scene, Mor has faith in Rain as the only

right action,

Hewantedtobethenewpersonthatshemade
ofhimrthefreeandcreativeandjoyfuland
forri"j person that she had. conjured_YP, striking
thismiraculousthingoutofhisdullness.26

she i-s the one who could break down th walls of his convent-
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ionality. When Nan triumphs through her brilliantly-staged

public announcement of her husband's political intentions, Mor

fails miserably to make the necessary moral commitment to Rain

and dooms himself to the limbo of the moral cowarrj. or the

morally coerced" Pathetically he begs Rain not to believe

his wife's commitment on his behalft

You've mad.e me exist for the first time" I
began to be when I loved You, f saw Lhe world
for the first time, the beautiful- world ful1 of
things and animals that I've never seen before.27

But even this second opportunity for making a moral stand for

his love he destroys simply by failing to predict Rain's

reaction. She leaves and he is left with Nan, his children,

and a political- future. He has failed to use his freedom

and f allen back into the worn path of comf ort.able ennr:i "

Mor's final capitulation to convention is his trite and.

írresponsibl-e answer to Demoyte's question of 'oWhy did you
)aleave her? " - " llor answers ,

'ft was inevitable"' he said dulJ-y.
'Coward and fool!' said Demoyte" 'Nothingi was
inevitable here. You have made your ov/n iuture -¡29

So at the end of the novel, wê leave Mor in the sad position

of the moral coward. He has failed to understand the commit-

ment freedom demands. Freedom is a grace and a terribly

delicate thing as Mor himself had said. It requires deter-

min¿rtion and conscious decision-making, and, according to

the ì{urdochian code, hinges on our ability to focus our

"attention" on the real-ity of others. fn Mor¡s case, he

failed to focus this attention with his whole being. Only

his conscious self "loved" Rain. His o1d self, that self

formed through years of habit, loved conventiort much more"
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unconscious convention-seeking nature, his wife, Nan, fails

in the same direction on a far larger scale" In her mind,

convention achieves the staius of a major goal of life. Nan,

like most of the characters analysed so far, is no simple case

but a combination of various characLeristics. Classification

is only a means of isolating the most obvious of these. For

instance, Nan is part manipulator, part sadist, part egoist,

and a great deal--conventionalist" lrlhat qualifies her for the

last category is the way she directs the force of her mani-

pulations, her sel-fish habits, her sadistic actions toward the

achievement of one goal--normalcy according to conventíona]

standards. For her this spells the perpetuation of what has

become for l4or an uninspiririg, boring lnarriage, the unrevrarding

business of raising his familyr âfirl the petty grubbing for

professional and political status which equates with and repre-

sents normalcy and security. For Nan all- these things are

admirable things to seek after. The actual quality of her

relationship r^¡ith Mor, with her children, with the "significant

others' in their marriage--these things do not seem to matter

as much as "getting ort", "moving uP", and doing the "right"

things. She is locked into convention. Therefore, any threat

to her cosy vision of the real '¡orld, especially by the key

figure in this status game--her husband, throt¡s her into a

state of complete panic. l.lan reacts to Mor's progressive alie¡r-

ation from herself, the family, and. his career by throlving

herself into a frenzy of n''.anipulations to recapture his loyalty

to her cause. It is not unusual that, âs James Hal] comments

If Bill t4or fails to perceive the Good through his
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in his article, "B1urring the Wil-l," "Every atLempt ä'1,

change sets off chaotic counteractions in behalf of normaIcy."30

This is precisely Nan's reaction.

Nan cannot tolerate anything out of the ordinary. "Nan

hated eecentricity which she invariably regard.ed as affect.-
?'lationo"-- At leasi Mor, as vle have seen, made an attempt at

recognizing the value of difference in others. For example,

lie treats Mr.Everard (nvvy) r âD eccentric retired. professor.

rvith considerable respect and attempted understanding. Nan,

by contrast, cannot be bothered and even reacts to normal

family quarrels and bickering rvhich, after all are healthy

breaks from conventional harmony, with prolonged bouts of

sulking" She punishes l4or heartlessly for any minor breach

in routine or etiquette and marriage becomes a state of

enslavement rather than happy recognition of each otherts

individualitv.
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Neurotics: The unicorn, A Fairly Honourable Defeat

There is another possi-bIe classification of charaeterq

in lulurdOchus fiction, known commonly as neurotics. The

neuroÈic personality, according to Murdochs Possesses most of

the attributes of the medical definition and' enlarges it to

mean anyone who lives in a fantasy world of their own composing

to the extent that their private'fantasy influences their

overtbehaviorand'theirperceptionofothers
Fantasv operates either wíth shapeless day-
dreams or with'small myths, toys, crystals.
Each (neurotic personality) Ìn his own way
produces a sort of tdream necessity'" Neit'her
graPPles with realitY'1

ït can be the deliberate or unintentional avoidance of d.irect

confrontation with the messy contingent world" It is a self-

gratifying soother which offers consolation from the vicis-

situdes of life. In Miss l4urdoch's moral vocabulârY, fantasy

is evil and represents "a bad use of the imagínation."2

Imagrination to be rrgoodrt must be directed toward' others and

should be usecl for increased awareness of Lhe real world.

The term "neurotic" may therefore be given meaning in

the l4urdochi an canon as anyone r,vho alloivs f antasy to over!'

v¡helm and. misdirecL their perception of others" Once again

Iet me stress that these categories are only useful ways of

distinguishíng various personality types in reference'to
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lfurdochrs moral theory" It is broad enough

hysterical, depressive, and compulsive types

is represented by such characters as Dorina

Man, -lfortan from A Fairly Honourable Defeat, and Marian'from

The Unicorn" The list could be extended but these three

characters are fairly representational of the classification

as a whole"

lfarion Taylor in The Unicorn falls under the spell of a

fantasy-myth that surrounds the occupants of an Irish castle

named Gaze. Marion is hired under the false understanding

that she will act as governess" ft evolves that she is realIy

there to acÈ as custodian to Mrs" Hannah Creon-Smith, a rather

odd, creature of middle years who is being heId. "captive"

by her absent husband" the sêt of circumstances Marion finds

at Gaze is peculiar in the extreme" Hannah is almost a dream

figure who floats in Ophelia-like abstraction through the

castle, Her beauty and myst.ery make her the object of pure

love in an almost courtly love fashion to her admirers.

Hannah's real situation is somewhat d.ifferent. She is

being held prisoner by her husband Peter whom she trad. tried

to kill years before by pushing off the cliff outside Gaze

Castle. .As her warders, her husband had selected. his homosexual

friend, Gerald Scotow, and. some poor relations, Violet and.

Jamesie Evercreech. This much of the story remains true to

reality; the rest, the enchanting part, is a product of every-

oneos fancy. Hannah is conceived as unattainable and mysterious.

She is almost a damsel ín distress. The others surround her
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as retainers and create an artificial medieval world of

almost Gothic dimensions"

FOr the unstable Marian, this is an ideal fantasy,

abstracting her suffj-cíently from the real worl-d of people"

There is an intimation of Marianus instat¡ility when she

recalls vrhat her London boyfriend had said to her before

leaving, "Stop thinking that. life is cheating you" Take

what there is and use it" Vüill you never be a realist?"3

Gaze only reinforces the weaknesses of her personalíty" It

ansr¡rers her need, for a d,ream-fantasy that will take her out

of the !üorld r¡¡ith all its problems into a structured, readily

understood, soeiety:

She had wanted"..some kind of colourful up-
lifting steadyingr ceremonY, some kind of

. distinótion , òt íir" whicir rt"ã ã"- F"i ãiuaea her " 
4

Marian finds life at Gaze attractive. I4urdoch tells us as.

much when using the authorial voice, she says, "The place,

somehorv, resembled her strangely, it was nervous too."5

Alread.y it can be 'seen that Marianr s imagination is working

in devious slays to realize her fantasies"

Marian is quickly as.similated into the weird. household

and is soon caught up in the mystery, foreboding, and timeless

quality of the place" She loses interest in her former life;

the stages in this growing isolation being marked by the

grad,ual- irrelevance of Geoffrey's (her boyfriend) letters.

It comes as no shock or hurt that he should suddenly announce

his engagement to one of her friends. From the moment of

entering Gaze, I{arian becane absorbecl into its fantasy life"
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once she has become part of the fantasy machine, she

can do f -itt}e but perpetuate it, committing the same crimes

against the reality of others as does everyone else involved

in the ¡,storvj' l,Ihen Effingham is rescued from {:he swampl

where he almost dies, ltarjan is amongst the woma¡:1. w|ro dis-

tract him and fail to hear what important message he has

to give. þIhile struggling in the seramP' Etfingham had. a

vision v¡here he saw the need for the death of the self. The

world then became automatically the object of perfect love.

Such a messagii, besläes being pure l{urd.och, would have without

a doubt broken the" spell at Gaze" But no one listened and

it was l-ost

Marian,s desire to release Hannah causes her to ma]ce

an accomplÍce of Effingham, thus hurting the only genuine

person j-n the group--Alice LeJour " She seduces Denj-s an¿

makes him break faith with his love for Hannah v¡hich she

fails entirely to percej-ve because she is so abstracted írrto

her role in the drama" Marian believes the gothic rveb of

mystery so sincerely that she entirely fails to recognize

reality when confronted with it'

Irlevertheless, l.farian does have some moments of genuine

insight into the moral questions posed by her positÍon; for

example, she muses on the sad situation of Hannah:

No one should be a prisoner of other people's
thoughts, no one's destiny should be an object
of fãscination to others, ro oners destiny should.
be oPen to insPection; b

yet the irony is that this is exactly how she treats Hannah.
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She does try to pry out the secrets of the murd.er attempt;

slre does try to force Hannah into escaping from Gaze, and,

she does derive pleasure from probing the emotional values

of her mí stress

The question becomes r¡rho exactly is Hannahrs gaolor?

The ansv¡er is--everyone aL Gaze, everyone involved, with

Hannah excepË .Alice" For sorne unknown reasonr Hannah has

stimulaËed. all these people to attempt to reaiize their

fantasy worlds through her" Possibly, Hannah wants í{: this

v¡ay" However, v/e reaIly never find out" For Max, she becomes

hís vision of spiritual good.; for Effingham she is the -source

and centre of his Courtly love fantasy; for lfarian she is,

as rnentioned before, the dream-goddess of a stable, feudal

society. Hannah is the prisoner of all their thought,s, and.

fantaslz is the mechanism of this evil" llannah is allowed no

reality of her own until she loses all control and, makes a

final statement of rebellion by killing Gerald. Scotow and

herself "

Gaze can be seen as a house full of neurotic individuals

all fantasizing one human being out of exístence. Marian

shares the guilt for this crime against the autonomy and.

myst.ery of others" Hannah's death releases them from their

prívate day-dreams and throws them back in the real world

Seen in this light, Hannah's death was a final blood. sacrífice

planned by Hannah to break the spell and throw the weíq'ht

of guilt back onto her gaolors. Reluctantly, Marian returns

to London to "dance at Geoffrey's rved.ding."i Marian will
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have time to suffer for the sin against others she has

committed.

Marian's crime against the "other"ness of the people

at Gaze, specifically Hannah, is that she circumscribes their

freedom by actually reinforcing, holding up the mirror so

to speak-, to their fantasies and thereby completing or helping

to complete, the circle of their imprisonment" She assumes

all their beliefs about Hannah's role are fixed and immutable

and never tries to get to the core of the mystery. She never

really challenges Hannah in her stake in maintainíng such

a ridiculously contrived fantasy world" She plans an escape

for Hannah wj-thout really thinking out where Hannah would

go and v¡hat she would do there" If she had thought about the

situation with any depth of insight into the being of others,

she would have known that Hannah was a voluntary prisoner.

The problem was in Hannah's mind. Perhaps Hannah was mad"

This thought never seems to strike Marian" She never rea]ly

assumes responsibility tov¡ard freeing others of their

illusions.
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Iilarian' s one act of charitY

her a momentrs resPite to act as

Hannah escape Gaze and go to the

not sure,

For Marian, the society surrounding the mystique of Hannah

is satisfying and consoling and assuages her own incomplete-

ness and inadeguacy in the society of real people" Her

Had she done right to give Hannah thi-s last
thing, the freedom to make her life over in
frer ówn way into her own ProPertY?B

toward Hannah is granting

she freely wishes--she lets

sea. Yet even then she -;-s



fantasy need, is or such intensity as to confuse her morally

and it, makes her unconsciously the perpetrator of cour-rtless

violations upon the reality and individuality of others.

Therefore, vriÈhin the Murdochia.rt thesis, t-lie neurosÍs of

fantasy limíts Marian's capacity to act' for the Good"
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If Marian falls heir as it were Èo a read.y-made fantasy,

Morgan Browne in A Fairly HonouTable Defeat has no such excuse.

She fantasizes deliberatety and prolifically and. is alLogether

a far more eomplex personality than lÍarian. Her l¡ehavior is

neurotíc to the exÈent that she allows her personal need for

a controlling form for reality to be found. in self-satÍsfyirrg

fantasíes. IIer rnorality when judged in the light of Ïvlurdochus

theoretical code of moral behavioro is er¡iI and. illustrative

of the neurotic mechanism whereby a person may separate self

from the real nature of others and therefore from the Good"

Morgan's faulÈ, her specific 'lsin", is her adeptness at

fanÈasizing other people out of existence- This happens

to almost all the characters in the story who come Ínto contact

v¡ith her. ?fith Rupert.rs son, Peter, she tries to create what

she Èerms an "innocent ,orr"":é which she claims will be edi-

fying to both parties but ín reality makes the emotionally

sensitíve Peter suffer" He adores her and. she shamelessly

l-eads him on never thinking how very seriously he might take

her casual f lirtations. Irlith her estranged husband " Ta1lis.

she behaves coldly and remotely not because she does not love

him but because she fears the happiness they might have with



one another, "1ike animals in a hutch."l0 She seems to

actively dislike reality. Ta11is himself is no fool and. sees

exactly what she has d.one, for at one poinL he says, 'ishe's
,.1,

got a picture of what she vrants me to be and.Ïrm just. not it""-''

In other vrords, she has an image of her ideal fantasy lover

and Tallis def initeJ-y does not "make the grade " 
uo Julius King,

her ex-loveç. whom she had vrorshipped' like a god, accurately

anal]¡ses her behavioro t'Morgan has a remarkable capacity for

making false images of people and then persecuting the people

with the images""lU This is precisely what she does to all

three of these m.en and to Rupert as well" She becomes involved

in the finally destructive relationship with Rupert because

she finds the situation interesting and because it offers her

an opportunity for testing out her policy of loving everyone

indiscriminately. She and Julius had made a pact that they

vrould test out the belief that any loving couple could, given

the right cj-rcumstances, be split apart

In reality, her "love" is nothing more than vanity and

self-seeking and has no real respect for Rupert¡s well-being"

Certainly l4organ has qualities of egoism in her as well" She

could easity have terminated any love Rupert supposedly had

for her simply by refusing to meet or correspond with hjm.

ïnstead, she deludes herself into believi-ng she is acting

rightly seeing R.upert as a Lest-case for her latest fantasy

She reciprocates his love with her idea of "love" and leads

a good but vain man to his own destruction'

T^lhat is perhaps even mor(- dangerous about l{organrs

fantasies is their erratic and temporary nature- Not only
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does she abuse people by involving them in her private

fantasies, she also drops them as soon as another more.

attractive victim for her imagination appears on the Scene.

This is one Possible interpretation of the s5rmboli-c meanÍ'ng

of the London. Underground episode when Morgan, inspíred by

the idea of freeing the trapped pigeonr only "'t""..á= in

get,ting her hand.bag stolen" The pigeon is he:r dream of

freedom and the purse the valuable reality she has 'lost in

her vain efforts to realize a temporary passion.' She ís

a¡lcrac:1ed by ¡'¿li,us because he is like a bird in gaudy plinn-

mage as cr)mpared witLr the dutl Ta}lis. Sufferíng ::ejection

by Julius, Rupert is the next best thing. Morgan wants

conÈinual drama even if she has to manufacture it herself.

Only drama wilt mask- the t.rue contingency of living" Her

flair for drama is well illustrated ín her blatant attempts

to recapture Ju1ius' sexual interest" She simply greets him

at the door with no clothes on" However, he is not moved.

and returns the surprise by taking all her clothes"

Ju}ius accuses her of just this; he Says, u'You are always

wanting other people to act in some drama which you have in-
t? . 1. ?1

vented."rr Tallis says the same thing in diffet"ttl, v¡ords; he
1Â

says , ,,Í think youtre hopelessly theory-riddeflou'*' Be it

theory or drama, the essense is the same--Morgan is continually

involvingothersinherneuroticfantasies.

Her emotional instability adds to the risk of her hurting

others, Vfithin minutes she can shift' from a Sartrean nausea

at the "loathsomeness at the heart of it a11"1'õ ¡o an affirm-

ation of the sublimit y of a truly "free innocent love"16 and
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frcm there to the sudden conclusion that "IoVe is a form
17of madness."'' Such rapid shifts of moral grounds is bound

to affect her interactions with others, and' it does" It makes

her unpredictable and morally callous. She hurts Simon by

her flippant and injudicious farewell aft'er his intimate

confession to her" She obtains money from Rupert to ::epay

Tallis and then only gives him a quarter of the debt she owes

hím. She becomes irresponsibly involved with Peter. She

strikes the bargain with Ju1ius which is openly treating humans

like guinea pigs. The list could go on; sufficient it is to

say that Morgian' s instabil-ity is destructive and neglects teh

ordinary rights of others' simon only \¡¡ants her as a friend

v¡hile she env-ies his stable relationship with Axel and flaunts

her femininity very cruelly before him" Tal-Iis at first

only wants either her love or a divorce but she gives neíther,

wi shing as she does to have him but not have to be with him-

With Peter, she does not do the obvious ì:hing of rejecting his

love and devotion but tries to capture him too and' to make

him her slave. Rupert she encourages because it is flattering.

She thinks about Hilda only l-ater when things have complicated

themselves beYond mending.

f mention all this simply to indicate how Morgan's insta-

bility, her unpredictability, her dramatizi.g, theorizitg, and

fantasizing, atl derive from the same source--the moral void

at the centre of her l-ife. She has no moral concepts with

which to analyse and control her behavior. Murdoch would say

that l4orgiants search for identity is really a search for

values and a concep'bua1 schema which will make whole her worId.
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Not fÍnd,ing them and not having the discipline or power

to focus clearly on the nature of the world, she j.s left
with the search itself and, seeking becomes both goal and

reward" Julius is partLy right when he states, "the meta-

physical search is a'lvrays a sign of neurosis. "ß Certainly
Morgan subsia¡rtiates this claim" However, ít. is the mode of

beíng which the searcher brings to the search r,shich determines

the extent to v¡hich he sinks into neurosis. T r+ould argue

t,hat, the metaphysical search in itself is morally neutral"
.The seeker is not" He may bring with him innumerable private
fantasies which inÈerfere with his perceptÍon of reality.

This is the case with l4organ for her searchings arq

discontinuous and impulsive. She never sees others because

she is too busy involving them in her own dreamiworlds. She

never accepts the reality of the ¡'unutterable particularity,'

of the world since that would be d.estructive of her privately

fabricated scheme of things. She never really understands

love or freedom and Tallis' accusation hold.s much truth--

"You donrt understand the meanìng of the words you use."Íi

Morgan uses the right words for the wrong reasons and. suùverts

their meaníng into rationalizations of irer orvn fantasies. For

example, her conclusion that n'The world. is crazy but gooå,,i2þ

leads her by a rapid series of mental jurnps to the illogica}
proposition, "l{adness can be a kincl of spiritual strength"2l'

which bears the marks of what psychologists call a self-fu1fil-

ling p:rophesy. She is really condoníng her own neurotic
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?,iith all these reality distortions constantly in

progress, it can readily be ,seen vrhy .n{organ could' never

satísfy Miss Murdoch's criteria for thd'good' man.fn lrlorgan

is a destroyer assj-milating things and other people into

her privat.e.world of fantasy" T{hat is more, she is so

apparently in control of her fantasies that t'he read'er too

is drawn in and becomes a f ellow conspirator ' But i:the

reality is that she ignores and, mistreats the best man ín all

of Murdoches novels--Tallis, destroys Rupert, and hurts

numerous others"

I4organus neurotic behavior and thinking create an almost

inescapable web from which she may never escape' Murdoch

provides in Morgan an example of evil and how that person

can damage others without really being aware of the crÍme

they are commítting--so complete is the neurotic fantasy

they project into life'
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Sado-}.Íasochists: â Severed llead', 'An Accigental Man

Sado-masochism as a character trait shares many corrlmon

features with neurosis ãnd egoism but differs Èo a marked

extent in its propensity tovrard self-punishment and' violence"

It merits a classification of its own simply because as a

mode of behavior and response to others, it has dramatic and

destructìve consequences. The two characters in the corpus

of Iris Murdoch¡s fiction who seem most to embody this Lrait

are !,lartin Lynch-Gibbon from å Severed Head and Austin Gibson

Grey from An Accidental lr1an'



Very early in the nor/e1 , A Severed Head, the reader is

aleried, to l.{artin's sado-rnasochistic desires v¡hen hi-s mi-stress,

Georgìs Hands, astutely says, "The trouble wj-th Yovt }4art.itr.
ôã

is Ëhat you are aLways looking f'or a maste::,.""1 Dul:iirg t¡re

course of the novel-, ihí s i s exactllr what l:e does - !:1argLn.

moves îront one naster to ano-th.er and punisIres LrimseJ-f l:y

derneaning his vri]1 'to theirs; f irst Antouia (hj-s vtLf-e), Lhetr.

AnÈonia and, Palrner, and finally Honor K1ein, the awe-j-nsp5.r:j-ng

anihropologist and sister to Palmer Auderson. Of Antonia l.re

SayS , "i could íee1 þs¡ r¡7íl'l upon me like a leech.u23t of
palmer, he asks, "You arentt hlzpnotizing tne, are you-2u24 In

his relations r¡rii'h Antonia and Palmer, he fal.l-s into fimy role,

my role of riak-ing i-t wel'l', which had bee¡r. prepareô. for me
'tq

bV Palmer and. Antonia ."¿Ð It' is t4a::tin t s vtil-l- '¿ha.t crumb].es

when confronted. v¡ith a stronger personalÍty anrl it ís nc-rt al-

f i.rsÈ apparent rvhai t{artin's real motir¡atío¡r for thj-s passivi.Ly

is, He seems a read.y and v¡illing victim. Ti- 'ca-kes the

relaiively clear vision oi Georgie to cut through Martínrs

protests of sinceritY:

This "without bilterness" idea just seems to me
rat,her obscene, " . ' And I suspect you of vianting
to pJ-ay the virtuolls aggrieved husl¡and so as t'o
r""ã-pálmer and' Antoniá-in you potet"26

Even m.asochism can be rziewed as a form of sadism

perhaps it is the paínful accuracy of Georgie t s auall¡tic

mind that causes Martin to use her in such a sad.istic marìller

throughoui the novel. He punishes her for forcing him to see

her as a real person not just a thing that he possesses. That

he does regarC her aS a "thing" to possess is evident in the

follcrving quoie made ol¡er Georgieîs drugged body, "I looked
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at her extended familiar hand, the palm upper:nost and open

as in a gesture of appeal or release. AlI these I had
)nÞossesseð.."" EVen at the beginning of the novel when first

vr" ¡n..t tfre tvro together, Martin's motives are suspect" His

flippancy and lack of consideration for Georgi-e as a Person

show through in such a statement as, "!'londerful- stuff , flesh"*28

It is her hair which Georgie cuts off and' sends him as a final

gesture of appeal-. only something tangible, physical, and

sensual cou}d, move llartin to any generous deed" It is

Georgie he pushes out of his room when he ís startled by

a knock on the door. To use a popular cliche, he treats

her "like dirt""

Martines desire for punishment is obsessive and reveals

itself in dreams and fantasies" þIhen Georgie has an abortíon

for him and survives it marvellously as though nothing had

happened, it is }4artin who suffers sleepless nights and bad

dreams,
ï was left with a sense of not having suffered
enough. Only sometimes in dreams did I
expeiience cãrtain horrors' glimpses of a
punishment which would perhaps yet find. its hour."'

But Dfartin does not, go further and express his attitude towaid

these dreams" It is unclear whether these tortures give him

pleasure or paín. At one and the same time, he wants his

fantasies realized and yet recoglnizes the danger of them

coming true. He envies Georgie's.robust health and Sees it âsa

What I required to pull me out of the- region
of. fantasf which I was increasingly inhabiting
and return me to the real world. . . I unulterably
wanted some simplicity of consolation'30

In this wish, he is unconsciously repeating the words and

thoughts of Palmer , for it is Palmer, who, earlier on when
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speaking to lÍartín about the nature of the psyche comments'

,,ït ltfre psyche] automatically seeks its advantagen its

consolation" 1t is almost, entirely a matter of mechani-cs'"31

Fantasy for Martin is his consolation and his way of

ensuríngthattheadvantagewillalwaysbeinhisfavor"When

f inally l4arÈÍ n is struck by an intense love for llonor Klej'tr,

itisbecausehetakesmasochisticdetighbinthinkingheis

being dePrived of consolation;

ï was, it seemed, to be deprived of consolation"
r ,ãã'tà ue stripped., shaved, and prepared as a
destinedvictim;and.Iawaited.Honorasone
"ttit=, 

without hope the searing presence of
a God"32

But ín truth what, has happened is simply that alJ- his other

fantasies have been occluded by the giant myth he has created

around Honor - He has mad'e her into a god ' the uosevered

head,,ofv¡hichshespeaks.Heviewshimse].finimagesthat

recalltheflaggelatellonks.ÌVhenhethinksofher,his

thought becomes o,a round. pain to the periphery of v¡hich

the torn fragments of my being adhered like rags of f1esh.,'33

He speaks of being "brought"'to my knee="'34 Honor has

indeedbecomehismaster"Thisisthemasochisticloveto

whichhehasSolongaspired.Therecanbelittledoubtthat

thisisnonormalloveforevenwhen}Íartindescrihesit"

it sounds perverse and coldly remote'

Yetitwasintruthamonstrous]ovesuchas
I had. never experienced before' a love out of

"rr"rr-aËpths,rof- 
self as monsters live in. A

fovã deîoid of tenderness and-19*oEE' t love
practically devoid of personarl-ty"'-

Even the development of this so-called "love" for

Honor had an abnormal history' Her scorn for him when he
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meets her at, the stat,ion records itself j-n hj,s memory

as I'the first judgement."36 As early as this Mart,in had

mythologized Honor into his master, this being his first
punishment, at her hands" Honor loses no time in delivering
more judgements of his behavíoru his phoney magnanimity,

and, he tolerates it all very evenly until the night when

he meet,s her afÈer he has taken wine to his wife and lover
in his own bedroom" She once again judge.s hís behavior.

and with heavy sarcasm says, t'You are heroic" Mr.Lynch-

Gibbon. The knight, of infinite humiliation."3T This is
too much even for Martin and. he attacks her and in this i.ì

fiÈ of violence strikes her three times" It is a sadistic
act-ion and, its after-effects of guilt ancl d.esire for further
punishment drive Martin in a f'ever of masochistic delight
to the conclusion that he is indeed in love with llonor.
. His next step, his surprising Honor and Palmer in bed

together in Honor¡s Cambrídge flat,, places him in a position

of por,rrer over them both which he does not fail to utilize.

?,fith Palmer, he becomes quite brutal and eventually works

up enough courage to strike him afüer which Martin experiences

"Èhe complete surrender of. his will to mine."38 This

apparently gives .l4artin some satisfaction; at least it

succeeds as a manoevre to retrieve his wife.

Most, of Martin's sado-masochistic actions derive from

distorted fantasies which twist reality into some dreamlike

or mythic pattern. For example, the scene where Honor

slices the napkin in two with the samaurai sword. is described

by Martin in melodramatic rvords betraying his wish for the

scene to have mythic significance; for ordinary everrts
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t0 be imbued r¿ittr meaning gives Martir¡ the ser¡se of con-

solation he so much needs"

.ås a moral approach to life, Martinrs sado-masochísm

fails on many counts 'Lo rneasure up to Èhe moral- concepts

for "good,nesso, proposed by Ì4iss Murdoch in her theory" IIe

consist,ently views others as things upon which he can

practice his perverse d.elight in self-punishment and

fant.asies" Although he d,oes not often manipulate peoPle,

he commits the equivalent crime of forgetting th'at they

exist. He simply ignores them. It is only at the end of

Ëhe tale when he has been left entirely t'o his own resources

and has taken to drinkíng for consolation that he comes to

recognize the absolute freedom of individuals to crêate and

change their ov¡n worlds. Left in isolationo Martin seems

at last to have conquered his distorting fantasies and

when ÍIonor comes to him, he Says, u'We have lived Èogether

in a dream up to tlolìI. When we awake will- we find each

other s¡'112" 39 At last he admits it was a dream in whích

he was living and not reality. Ifartin has the last word

in the novel and that is in answer to Honorts challenge,

,,YoU must take youlî chance!" He replies, "So must Your
',1 lì

my dear:',?u thereby giving the reader some hope that he

has replácecl the consolations of form through fantasy with

a healthy acceptance of contingenc)' and chance "
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Austin Gibson-GreY from

life in much the same manner

An Accidental Man lives his

as Martin LYnch-Gibbon,



deriving pleasure both from punishing oLhers with his

dream-fantasies of them, and from punishing himself through

a role he has conceived for hímself"

That he is basically a sadistic man is evider¡ced ín

his treatment of the three women who lorre him in. the novel.

Dorina , Mi-Lzí, ancl Mar¡is all faIl into his web of destructÍve

fantasy. Mitzi is the only one who escapes into a new life

and this comes about only through the rather drastic act.ion

of a suicide attempt" Austin.forces Dorina' his second wife,

to obey his will and become, in a metaphorical sense, his

prisoner. Since she is weak and unstable, she is very co-

operative in thìs regard. At one point she writes to him

saying, with greater truth than she knows,."I am happy always

in your will""41 Garth, Austines sonr sees through the

subtle vreb of compulsion Austin has built around Dorina and

is quite explicÌù in his analysis of Dorinar s problem:

You could braak this circle if you wanted to--
****** *

You must, stop being so afraid of him" " "Your
fear sets him off" It excites him like a
tiger smelling blood-..wake him bloody up.42

But Austin, with malign accuracyo has assessed Dorinars

basic fear of life and of things and caters to it by placing

her in Èhe secluded and almost other-worldly Valmorina

ar./ay from the vrorld, av/ay from others, and audience only to

him. Mavis is appalled at Dorina's captive state and ad-

monishes her" "You need the ordinary things of .'social 1ife,

havíng a talk, havíng to dress" Youtre becoming a dream
lt q' tl'tt

figure.''+r But it is too l-ate; when she does f ina1ly manage
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to escape Austint s clutches , it is only to die by accidental

electrocution while taking a bath" Having forgotten the

ordinary practical things of life, Dorina causes her owrr

death by foolishly setÈing an electric heater in a pre-

carious position next to the bathtub"

Austin treats Mitzi in a despicable fashíon, making use

of her gienerosity and leeching off, her love without any

thought, of returning it in kind" He unfailingly abuses her

kindnesses to him and then blames her for his troubles. He

real]y does noÈ conceive of her as a person at alJ. For hím,

she is part of a myth which he has patterned' after {:he

Ulysses-Penelope-Ca1ypso story" When he is drunk' he blurts

the whole thing. out and there are so many similarities

between the real people and the myth figures that there can

be litt}e doubt that for Aust'in, the rnyth is rea1" Mitzi is

Calypso keeping him comfortably contented' and separate from

his wife, "He vtas on Calypsoes isle's'4S Dorina. of eourse,

ís Penelope loyalIy unravelling the threads every evening to

keep away the suitors. Garth is Telemachus out in search

of his father and,, incidentally, himself" Troy is Vaimorina"

The whole myth corresponds with Austinrs imaginative fantasíes

and both together distort and blur reality. Mitzi quite

rightly objects to being so treated and' r'¡ith justifiable

angier saYS to Austinu

Ilmtheontypersonwhoreallysees=you-and
really loves Íorr'. " Yourre a 1i3F as well as
a Parasite" You PreY on women" --

He preys on them not only jn a materialistic sense but also
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in the sense that he ímmobílÍzes them through some over-

por¡/ereing and mystifying fantasy, numbing their will by

fitting the person into the fantasy regardless of their

objections, Within the Mr:rdochian code thís form of be-

havior is wrong on several counts" First, íL denies the

reality of people, molding them as it do_es j-nto- sadístíc

fantasies. For-example, Austin keeps Dorina immobilízed

and functionally isol-ated at, Valmorina' Second, it repre-

sents a bad use of the ímagination wþich should be used. to

see into the being of others and into the particularity of

the world, no! to distort it'"

Austin is afraid of the contingency of the world and

goes out of hís way to play the role of the victim' Like

een refuséd some treat, Austina petulant child who has been refused some Ereacr Auf

decries existence--"Life was misery and' muddle. it was
Åc:

mísery and muddle."*o Austin wishes to see only the bad

side of life and to martyr himself on its cruel and' acci-

dental aspects. .As long as he can see himself as lifeus

victim, he is happy. The following conversation between

Aust,i¡r and Mavis is a good example of this masochistic

tendencY:
I'I am an accidental man" ' o o u'What do you
mean, Austin? Aren't we all accidental? Isnlt
concåptiot,,lr""idental?" "tr^Iith me it's gone
n and. on. ' -'

This self-pitying attitude accounts for his paranoid fantasies

centering on his brother, Matthew- Austin prefers to see

things as happening to him unjustly; thus the childhood
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accident at the gravel pit becomes exaggerated into a

damagi-ng fantasy where his brother acts the role of the

villain" This false vier.¡ readily exp.ttds ínto imagining

his brother having first an affair with Betty (Austincs

f irst v¡if e) and, 'then v¡j-th Dorína. In t'his vray he can

Sadistically refuse to "forgiVe" Matthew and at the same_time,

indutrge his own masochistic desire to act the victim"

Austin,s sado-masochism is a shield with which he fends

off the true nat,ure of events and people. Unfortunátely for

others, the effects of this attitude are often lethal. ALI

the so-called accidents in the novel may be worked back t'o

Austines negligent or sado-m-asochistic behavior" Having

had t,oo mush to drink he accepts Matthew's polite but

foolhardy off er to drive Matthewu s ne\n7 car. In order to

impress his son, G?rth, he drives too fast and strikes and

kills a child. Purely through good fortune, he escapes

punísliment.for this crime" Later, in a fit of childish

fury, he ,,accidentally" strikes the child's blackmailing

father on the head and. sends him to an institution for the

rest of his life. In the first of these two examples, Austin

was dr:Lving too fast as a sad'istic reprisal to his finding

lfatthew and Garth in conversation. The second "accident" can

be seen to have been in a sense motivated by Austin's anger

at being ac:6:urately summed up by Norman' Norman taunts him.

The trouble rvith you iq, you've never grown
up. You're not mature. Youore still like a
littte brother running along behind and crying
"carrv me:"48
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This deflates Austinus masochistic bal-loon and precipitates

the violent scene.

As for the two other major "accidents" of Austin's life.

those involving his two wives, these too can be seen tO

derive in greaü part from Austinf s behavior- Responsíbitii:y

f.oc Dor-ina o s accid.ental electrocution can be traced. to' AusLín's

treating her like a captive and effecÈively making her an

innocent to the ordinary practical details of life. The case,

against Austin with regard to the accidental drowning of his

first wife is harder to prove"but there are ample suggestions

throughout the novel that the evidence was by no means col'¡clu-

sive that it was accidental" Betty as we. learn at the end of

the novel $ras a good swimmer and very much in love with life"

Judging from Austings behavior throughout the novel, Austín

rright have murdered. her while in a fit of petulance, or

provoked her suicide by his paranoid suspicions of an affair:

v¡ith Matthew"

Austin is a dangerous man in that everything or everyone

he touches with his weird personality suffers in some way or

another. ?fithin the Murdochian moralit'y, he is amoral and

far from any perception of the "Good'' " He lacks any set of

moral concepts besides his own fantasy needs and has no incen-

tive to explore the world of real people ' IIe .is completely

unprepared to cope with the contingent reality of life' He

surrounds himself with heavy plates of fantasy and in this

way, blocks off anything extraneous to himself. llhen he is
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f.or a moment drawn out from his protection into the real

world of misery of l{rs" carberry and her son' Ronald, he

loses little time retreaLing back into it,

l4.ustin returned to Ìrimself " For several
vrhole ¡ninutes he had been thínking about
something else. Now the oId' buzzing cl-oud
swept blindingly about him once again.49

Austin is enclosecl by his own elaborately-constructed "cloud"

sf sado-masochistic fantasies"
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Egoists:

Both lit.erature and life abound. with egoists, people ruiro

place personal, private goals, needs, ambitions¡ over the l

essenÈial realiiy and particularity of others; who fail to

und,erstand, that any other person other than themselves actually

can exist, oTt understandíng, still persist ín using Lhe

other person for their ovln self ish goals - lf we agrree with

!îurdochr s staten¿ent that "the self is a place of illusíon",

then t,he dan ger of egoism becomes obviouq especially when

seen ín the light of her moral theory. Egoism, or "self"-

ishness interferes with the unclouded perceptj-on of others"

It is the mirror which reflects the "loving Gaze" turned"

inward upon the gazer--a closed circuit response which elim-

inates the need for anyone else-

Perhaps the character in all of Murdochr s fiction rvho

is mosÈ oblivious of the exitence of others is Jake Donahue

in her vêry first novel Under the Ng!. l'Iith great.er truth

than his flippant tone would impty, Jake sayst

I hate solitude, but I am afraid of intimacy
The substance of my life is a private conver-
sation wi!.h myself v¡hich to turn into a
dialogue i.¡ould be equivaJ-ent to self-destruction.I

There is litt1e doubt that Jake means the word "self-destrucr

tion" to be read, literaIly; i"e", destructíon of his private

solípsistic self. For him, this is an intolerable idea" He

is perfectly honest in his resentment of such an invas-ion
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of his private sphere, "I have never wanted a communion

of. souls" rt's already hard enough to tell the truth to

onese1f",,2 But his honesty is not an admirable quality, for

in i.his case, i't only b]ocks off all possibte receptivity to

others" Jakers self, his "fat, relentless ê9o'o3n is doubly

defended first, by Íts ov¡n nature and second by an involuted

defensive air of irony v¡hich cynically and flippantly dis-

misses the need, for others" It is a terminal policy which

begins and. ends in thenarrov/ cell of the self"

The problem r¡Iith--Jake is the problem of anyone caught

in the coils of egoism" Right action and moral choice are

in the egoist confined to the solving of immed'iate personal

clilemmas through Ée}f-satifying mea.ns. The sinrplicity of the

formulation itself reveals. the weakness of the solipsist.ic

argument" The egoist is in charge of the situation only so

long as he can control and direct the being or v¡ill of others

in accordance with his own fancy or v¡him" This is patently

imptrssible and can only lead' .the self-seeking person into

false understanding. R.L" widmann sees Jake in this unfort-

Unate role: t'Jake, in actuality" ís a person bound by nets

of delusion. He is mistaken about almost everythi^g."4 In

f.ac1, the novelts main theme irrvolves showing Jakers delusion-

making mechanism in operation- Jake perceives neither the

love of Anna for Hugo' nor the love of Hugo for Sadie' He

himself fails to see the reality and autonomy of his close

friend, Finn, to whom the reader is off-handedly introduced.

wíth, ,,He isnrt exactly my servant-"5 Far from it, but Jake



is content to use hÍs friend as a servant and is shocked

and confused by Finn¡s sudden departure for a life in 1reland"

Jake just cannot be bothered to look into any other life than

his own"

Jake himself is a translator of French novels" This

work earns him very little but he makes up for Lhe lack bl'

sponging off others and taking the very occasional odd

part time job such as hospital orderly. He is flippant and

casual in his treatment of his friends and drifts in out of

their lives with little thought for tomorrow"

Jake,s conversation v¡ith Lefty Todd, the flamboyant,

Ilarxist politician is illuminating for its capsule presenta-

tion of the final'hypocrisy of Jake's morality:

"So You admit that You care?"
Itof óourse, t' r said, t'but. . ' "t'[.rleIl, it's the chink in the damr" said he'
.If you can care at aIl you can care absolutely.
What other moral problem is there in this age?
"Being loya} to one's friends and behaving
properly to womenr" r answered quicl( as a-fIash.6

Lefty, of course, has Miss Murdoch¡s hearty approval" Caring

enough would. indeed rank high in her moral philosophy. Jake

in his quick reply reveals his own degree of confusion as to

his own behavior" His treatment of Finnr Hugo, and' Magd.alene

hardly show him as honest toward his proclaimed intentions".

Jake certainly is neíther loyal to his friencls nor does he

behave properly with either Magdalene rvhom he uses and pitj-es

or Anna v¡hom he conveniently forgets and then remembers

onty v¡hen he is looking for lodgings. He thinks nothing of

inconveniencing others with his presence- IIe is so involved
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vrith his self-Iove that he can not see how hi-s usurious

treatment of his friends betralls his disregard' for them

as real persons. It will be seen that Jake even d'eludes

himself as to his own motives, let alone those of other people.

Jake is wonderfully gifted with the abil-ity to theorj'ze

abouÈ peoole. and place ihem in situations, positíons of \is

ó!ùn creation" He has the remarkable capacity for distortiirg

the truth in a situation and then clouding his own perceþtíon

with this distortion. His delusions regarding Hugo Bellfounder

are an excellent example of how thís works. Jake terminates

a perfectly good relationship with Hugo símp1y because he

feels Hugo ought to resent the book which Jake had' written

us-ing Hugo's thoughts from past conversations between Jake

and Hugo. T¡Ihat Jake fails to recognize is that Hugo is not

that kind of person and values friend.ship more than recogtrí-

tion. Not only that,, but Hugo did not even recognize the

thoughts as being his ol.In" The tragedy of the situation lj-es

in Jake's refusal to find things at their source and his

ensuing belief in his orvn fabricated. theory which vtas a

rationalizatíon of guilt anyway" The double irony of the

situation is that the book itself, The silencer, gave the

solutic.n to t.he problem , for in the conversation between

Tamarus and. Annandine, pseud'onyms for Jake and Hugo, Annandíne

says t
Alltheorizingisflight.Vüemustberuled
by the situatlon itself and this is unutterably
particular. Indeed it is something to which we
can never get close enougho however hard vIe may
tty t= it í¡ere to crawl under the net'?



Jake cannot conceive of ever !e! placing things and people

in a web of theory. "(T)heory is death."B says Annandine

and captures the problem of Jake's egoistic moralj-ty. Jake,

by theorízlng, by forcing everyone into his carefully con-

structed mold is distorting reality in all its muddle and

disconnectedness and, metaphorically speaking, killing life

and spontaneity"

Jake resents the powers of chance and necessity which

appear to him to rule the life of man' At the outset of

the novel Jake is commenting on the various kinds of far-

flung suburbs of London and he says with greater truth than

he knows, "I hate contingency. I want everything in my life

to have a sufficient reason,"9 ït might be nice but it is

hardly the way things are. All lives are mortal and subject

to the laws or lack of laws o-' a contingent reality. Jake

poses as flippant individualist in front of the mirror of

self but makes the error of mistaking the reflection he. sees

for truth. Only at the end of the novel rvhen a1l the loose

ends of his theorizing about others are slipping out of his

grasp does he give up the pose" His trusty Mrs. Tinckham asks

him why her cat's litter of kittens should be exactly half

Siamese and half tabby" Jake answers, "We11,' I said, titts

just a matter of..." I stopped. I had no idea what it was a
1ômatter of. "-" Perhaps Jake has finally stopped his theorizing

and come to accept a reality which is both contingent and

full of autonomous, equally idiosyncratic individuals.
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Randall Peronett, the unhappily married son of Hugh

Peronett in An Unofficial Rose, is an altogether different

and more difficult case of moral egoism. This is partly

so as very i-ittle of the book actually deals with him ín

character-revealing dialogue" It is the paraliel love-

story of Hugh and Randall to Em¡na and Lindsay which. forms

the plot of the novel, leL amazingly littte time is devoted.

to any of the key figures besides Hugh"
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However, whai is given is sufficient for the read-er to

form some conception of Randall's morallty and to see its

mainspring lies in selfishness" Randall's problem is that

he fails to see others in their fulI reality because he is

obsessed with the need for form and meaning in his life.

Ann is the one wÏ¡o first states this, o'Randall wants everything

to have form. "11 For example, he likes only the perfect

roses in his greenhouse gardens and is nauseated. by what he

terms sloppy hybrids and wil-d roses. The highly structured

courtly love Scene which develops around Emmars London flat

temporarily satisfies Randall's need for form and structure"

The severence of the neat ring of relationships created by

Emma although providing Randall with money, Lindsay, aÏì,l.fneedom

from Ar1¡¡ also left a great open void in his life. He was

thrown into the contingent, messy universe" Pred.ictably, he

finds this intol-erable and reacts with violence" But this

violence is psychic and moral, not physical. It is witnessed

in his changed. attitude toward Lindsay. she no longer

figures as part of his fin amour:



He had loved Lindsay as the enticing but un-
touchable princesse lointaine which Emma had
...made of her; and in now possessing Lindsay.
Randall experiencedr..., the touch of a d.is-
appointment analogous to that of the girl who
desires the priest in his soutane' but wants
him no m.ore when he has broken his vows to
become, less ceremoniou-sly, availahle"12

This childish delight in the seduction routine, the

deflowering of innocence is part and parcel of Rand.allrs

almost autistic egoism" Randall uses people to supply him

with form-satisfying relationships, once he begins to approach

too near or allows them to approach too near, he reacts

with an eruption of violence which generally terminates the

arrangement. It is too much to say that this is not a

planned. manoevre for it happens too many times; first Ann.

then Emma, and finally Lindsay; for even Lindsay is destined

to be found wanting in Rand.all's very private world.. Her

stay in Randall's life is obviously almost over when in the

hotel in spaín, Randall lies awake wondering vThy he felt

Lindsay was perhaps not the ideal consort,

What here impeded him was, he was fairly sure
not the demon of morality" It was more like
some restless rapacity.. -Randall felt restless,
he wanted, now more than ever, to have everything
...: the world is large and tþere are other
women in it besides líndsaY. 13

Randall is really a child. His mentality is that of a {:.

possessive, demandj-ng, and self-centered boy of ten. fn his

eyes, people are there to be used or made to fill some fanci-

ful stage he has prepared for them" Ann, like "l4ommy"r"would
lÁ

always be waiti¡g,"'= and. his Dad woulcl always be willing to

sell a prize painting to launch his son in the world" It is

fitting that Randall should receive his greatest consolation
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from his two tedd.Y-bears.

Randallrs attitude towards others contrasts sharply

with ihose of the two suitors after his wife. Felix t,elIs

I{iranda, "Other people are what matter about life, and

thatns the besÈ reason why one just can't contract out of
1F

it"'" and Douglas Swann tells Ann, 'oWe must not expect our

lives to have a visible shape". "Goodness accepts the contin-
1Agent" "-- Rand.all has no capacity for the contingent nor can

he tolerate ihe messy, formless lives of other people 
F

notably Ann, and therefore rejects both and takes in their

place a self-structured image of reality and others that

satisfies only himself. This is clear from his reverie in

the hotel room in Spain as mentioned above. He has used

Lindsay as his escape from Ann and he has dismissed Ann

as a dead end.
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Miles Greensleave, son of Bruno Greensleave the central

figure ín Bruno's Pream, would best be classified as a

typical Romantic figure cut ín the Existentialist block" As

he appears in the novel, he is isolated, alienated, seeking

meaning, and living off Lhe tragic sense of fatality girren

him by his first wife's death. .A writer ancL poet by profession,

he sits in his garden gazebo and contemplates and. makes

pompous descriptions and philosophic comments in his journal

which he has calIed the Notebook of Particulars" With charac-

teristic irony, Miss l{urdoch puts a part of her moral theoSy,

in this case lliles' awareness of particularity, into the hands

of characters who then distorL the original power for good



contained in this awareness into something evil" lliles is
quite correct in his determination to "take in the marvels

that surrounded him"17 but, even then, he is more caught up

in the beauty of his words than in the object he is describing"

The problem is that this is as far as he gets in understanding

the importance of particularity" People remain outside his

vision. He treats his second wife, Diana, with a cruel detach-

ment and limits her abil-ity for development by his preconcep-

tíons of her character. He deliberately all-ows the memory

of Parvati, his first v¡ife, to cloud his relations with

others, including his dyj-ng father, Bruno.

That this behavior is a function of a profound egoism

seems to me to be quite obvious. Consider first the case of

Parvati-. Díd Miles real Iy know his wife? Tt would be more

true to say that he worshipped her and venejrated her for what

she represented rather than what she was--an ordinary human

Ìreing. In the following quotation, l4urdochrs ironic under-

cutting of l{ile's Romantic vision gives the lie to Milesr

exaggeratecl poetic sense:

Parvati ironing her saris in a room in Newnham.
Then ironing his shirts. 'You represent the gocl. t

tl^Ihat god?' rThe god Shiva, Eros All poets
have angels. You are mine.' Parvati talking
about swaraj and the fundamental problems of an
agricultural ecorromy. "18

From this brief passage vze have the intination -that Parvati

was anything but romantic. Practical perhaps but defínitely

not the delicate flower cut down in bloom. The death was

tragic but even this sad event could not stop tfifes from

"cashing in" on its sentimental and tragic aspects--"He
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transformed the plane cr:ash into a dazzJ-ing tornado of
1qerotic imagery. "-' His Notebook of Particulars is really

a series of self-indulgent musj-ngs on details and v¡ould

seem to be rather pompous and fatuous" His art becomes

hís consolation.
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His egoism is a variant of self-pity. Miles cornpletely

misses the point that other people exist as separate,

autonomous, and mysterious beii-hgs with unique perceptions.

His inability to get beyond the narroþI bounds of his own

self causes him to feel sorry for himself and'i to seek

consolation in subjective visions of people.

The strained relalionship between l{iles anC his father

is another example of Mil-eè ! agility at prefabricating

and distorting issues to suit his purpose- Miles, like

Randall, seeks to invest pattern with meaning" Tt is far

easier to see people as part of a pattern, especially if

you yourself have created the pattern, than to a}low each

being its freedom. Ever since his marriage to Parvati,

Miles haC conceived of his father in the role of the irate

father, angry at a colored girl entering the family" Bruno

índeed was temnorarily angry but he soon got over it" I{e

had not answered Miles I letters because "They vlere lying

letters. "20 But l4iles actually appeared to enjoy the roles

he had cast for his father and himself" I'Iis visit io Brunors

sick bed recalls his rol-e to him. lle muses as he enters

the room, "F'Íe haC determined to play and pictured hinself



playing some politer, more abstract version of his o1d
ai.role.t'tL i^lhat actually happens is that he sees his father

hopelessly and repugnant.ly dying from malignant cancer.

He registers Bruno's mute demand for tenderness, pítY, and.

love bui find.s himself unable to react with these emotions:

He had relied upon dignity and dignity seemed
at the first moment to be vanishing, revealing
beyond it some arvful naked demand of one huinan
being upon another which he was -'otally unpre-
Pared to t'ace -22

Miles cannot step outside the convenienL roles he has

fabricated for himself and his father" He is terrified

with the reality of others and the stark fact of death and.

the acute human need for love-

lfiles survj-ves in life only by remaining aloof from it"

Diana understands this for it was this fundamental "aloneness"

about him that first attracted her" It was o'his inabílity

in some ways to take hold of life at a11"23 that mad.e her

pity and love him. Fear of life and an accentuated self-

píty because of the fear drive l.{iles farther andr farther from

any real contact with people. His visit to his father turns

into disaster

It was like a doom, it was more terrible than he
could have imagined. He was back in that awful
world of stupidity and violençe and muddle. He
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only in his sudden love for Lisa does Miles seem to

genuinely value a person for their "otherness." But no

sooner does he recognize freedom in others than he determines

to possess that object. His logic in the matter was a

four-step process beginning with, "She was losable. She was

was utterly utteriY defiled- 2 tL



free. " and ending with

Lisa v¡as his" "25 once

reduce everyone to his

lives "

That l4i1es' love for Lisa is really a reflected love

for hinself is borne out by his ruminations on the subject,

The experience of. f,alling in love t or as it
seemed here to Mi1es, af realizing that one
is in love, is itself however painful also a
preoccupying jqy. Tt increases vitality and
sense of self. zo

Love, traditional or l{urdochian, seldom centres on the self"

Tt is generally imagined as an absence of se1f, a desire

to grow into the other person" Ir{iles once again has twisted

meanings and even feelings to suit his purposes--that of

aggrandizing his ego. The physical resemblance between

Miles and Lisa is more than just a neat authorial twist, it

is a statement of the reality of l{iles' so-called "Iove."
Lisa is so like him physically and mentally that she is the

perfect object for his desires. For example, Miles creeps

into Lisars bedroom and the two fall into a loverrs embrace,

confessj-ng their long-felt love for each other" During the

conversation, Miles says,

"Do you know what I noticed long d7o, that
we resemble each other, physically I mean?"

"Yes. I noLiced too that rve reserirble each
other. f!i= because f've thought about you
so much."- ''

l{iles may now love himself with impunity for he is simply

gazLng at his reflection when he sees Lisa. His belief that

their love "would give meaning to everythi ngu28 is simply

a ruse to draw Lisa into the web of his private drama"
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the conclusion, "He loved Lisa"

again Miles finds it necessary to

conception, his pattern, f.or their



The marvellous and faun-like Ni9e1 captures the essence

of ¡/iiles' personality when he says to Diana '
A human being hardly ever thinks about other
people. He contemplates fantasms n¡hich resemble
them and which he has decked out for his own
purposes. l4iles' thoughts ca43ot touch you"
His-thoughts are about Miles"zY

He also sees through the "love" of Miles and Lisa" In ans$7er

to Dianals assertion that "They love each other terribly""

Nigel answers, "Each loves himself more."30

V]hen finally l{iles and Lisa part and Lisa gioes to Danby

whom she conceives as the only one offering her a ful] real

life as a person, l4iles outwardlY pines but inwardly rejoices

for Lisa has become another Parvati--someone whom he can

worship at a distance. Lisa hersel-f sees this when she says'

"His peace depends on seeing me as unattainable, âs an angel"

ït will hurt terribly when it turns out that I am only a vroman

after a11.,,3i Miles, love of self clouds his mind to the

reality of others and leaves him clutching the empty image

that is his setf-Iove. We leave him at the end of the novel

engrossed in his private visions, putting it all down in

writing and perfectly content in his self-love"
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l,Ianipulators: An

There is another type of character which has brought

much criticism to l{iss lllurdoch's fiction" This is the type

knov¡n as an enchanter. Almost every novel l{iss }4urdoch has

so far produced contains its representative of this class

of character with the resuft that it has come to be seen as

Unofficial Rose' A Fairly Honourrable Defeat



a standard plot device. It may be true that Murdoch places

too heavy stress on this type of personaliÈy. However,

every so often, in perhaps every third. novel, trlurdoch succeeds

in making even these stereotypes come partially to life as

with Honor K1ein in A Severed Headu Emma Sands in An Unofficial

Rose, and Julius King it â Fai-rly Honourable Defeat"
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As a character type, "enchanters" exhibit one common

feature: they all act, whether consciously or not, as centres

of power and possess a strange magnetism that attracts and

binds peopl s ¡. them. Their personalities seem to entrance

certain types of weak-willed or neurotic individuals much as

the spider does the fly. The relationship formed from such

a liaison is very much predator-victim-

However, not all enchanters are totally self-willed.

For instance, Honor Klein forms a source of fascinatíon for

the vacillating and morally-weak Martin Lynch-Gibbon. She

herself does little to further his veneration and devotion

and, in fact, repells his advances at almost every step"

Characters like Emma Sands and Julius King on the other hand'

compose a distinct sub-group within the "enchanter" cl-assi-

fícation since both are what coul-d be termed "demonic en-

chanters"

"Demgnic enchanLers" are a Special breed Of enchanters

who deliberately uóe their po\ifers over other people to further

their own ends; and, in the sense that they are trampling on

other people's wills and subverting their motives, they are

what Ì{urdoch would term "evil-"" For the purpose of Lhis

analysís, manipulator will still be used to d.efine their



behavior.

trnma Sands is just such a manipulator" She successfully

constructs an elaborate mechanism of veng'eance to punish

Hugh Peronett for abandoning her twenty-five years before"

Her power over others largely rests in her ability quickly

to grasp, subvert, and control their motives. Her cunning

intelligence rapidly assesses situations and, as in her own

detective fiction, applies situational drama to complete

a plot.

Meeting Randall, Hughrs son, ostensibly on the subject

of his pIays, Emrna readily takes the measure of his dis-

satisfaction v¡j-th his home life and his wife, Ann, and,

recognizJ-ng Randall's impetuous Romantic nature, perceives

him as the ideal instrument for her revenge" She employs a

girl as companion-cum-secretary, Lindsay Rimmer, to act as .

the bait for her trap and Randall rapidly gets caught. Randall

believes himself in love with Lindsay but is reaIly firmly

h¡ound in Emma's web of enchantment for it is in truth her,

his father's mistress, in whom he is interested. He is both

fascinated and emotionally involved in an Oedipal relationship

where he can metaphorically bedome his fatheros mistress I s

lover...the perfect symbolic murder. Why else does Randall

so easily adapt to the otherwise highly unsatisfactory

menage a trois which Emma imposes? Emma "takes over" the

Randal-l--Líndsay af f air and,

(Lindsay) was become suddenly as inaccessible
as a Vestal Virgin. He was certainly still
loved. Only norv he was loved by both; and at
times he wondered whetherî he were not coming. " .to be in love rvith both.32
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However Emma accomplished this feat, and we are late:: led

to believe she resorted to beating Lindsay; she has Randall

in complete obedience. Randall seems to relish the almost

"courtly love" Set-up at Emma's apartment. Lindsay is like

the medieval princess to whom he must pledge his love while

worshipping her in the court of the Queen (Emma). Emma

does succeed in becoming "the centrepiece of the relationship. "35

Randall appears satisfied with this artificial arrangement.

It may be that his desire for form and pattern is met by

this highly ritualized and formal arrangement-

whereas most people who come into contact with Emma

readily admit to the "moraf otherness" or the "holiday from

morals" they sense in her presence, few suspect or even

glimpse the real Emma beneath the exciting and morally dang-

erous extei:ior. When s'ituations occur where her cruelty,

bitterness, and vengefulness do appear, the other peopJ-e are

generally so much under her spell as to be completely unaware.

For example, when she tells Hugh of the existence of the

Randall-Lindsay affair, "she said it with a sort of ícy

brutality, watching Hugh as if for signs of pain."3å

certainly Hugh woul-d experience pain as it is his own

son she is talking about and the affair would parallel Hughrs

own affair with Emma many years previously. It would seem to

him that the scene was constructed by Emma especially for his

punishment and torment.

Incredibfe as it seens, Emma had spent the twenty-five

years after the break-up of her affair with Hugh' brooding

and becoming more and more bitter. When we meet her at the
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time of the novel she has evolved a plan for recouping her

emotional losses and. making Hugh suffer just as she suffered"

To this end, she manipulates people until- her fina.l triumph

which consists of Randall running off with Lindsay, Ann

apparently falling in love with Felix, and the inheritance

being left to young Penn. Although She does not control these

events entirely, they are at least partially the result of

her planning. She has succeeded in disrupting Hughrs family.

She has even managed to bereave Hugh of his precious paintingf

the Tintoretto. fndeed, she appears in the novel as a

fantastically spiteful woman capable of much Vengeance.

Emma uses people heartlessly and refuses to see them

as anything but ciphers in her plot of revenge " There is

never any question of whether she recognizes the existence

and individuality of other people ¿ äs sire herself says: "As

for other people, either they're with me or they don't exist."35

Emma is hard and cruel and within the Murdochian canon'

totally lost. She is lost because she knor,/s exactly what

she is doing and cares not a jot to change her behavior.

Emma admits her culpability as a manipulator when she

says,
rone must not play the god in other people's
destiny. In any case, one can never do it
properly.' She spoke il " tone of rather
casual disaPPointment- ¡b

Emma does play god; in fact, she throughly enjoys playing

god. she has plans for everybody and sees nothing parti-

cularlv condemnable in her actions.
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free with other people's destinies? She labels herself a

"perfect phenomenalist"3T or someone whose concern extends

no further t.han present things and events. She also says

that she is "not a continuous being. "38 By that she means

that past and present for her need not connect. It is a

statement of moral indifference and bankrupcy. She is

without recourse to any moral concepts and, consequentllt¡ lltay

behave ì-n any manner she deemsfit. There is something

pitiable in her aloneness and moral otherness, for she is

the one who loses. There is little enough in the novel to

give grounds for pitying her but perhaps the most explicit

example of Emma's consciousness of what she has sacrificed

is the following:

Emma was grave for a moment. 'Randal-l may
be saved in the end because at least he loves
something. ".Now you can give me some whisky. ?q
Did I tell you? I've decided to take to drink.'"'

She is pathetic and her conspiracy to harm a man who

twenty-five years ago had offended. her is petty and vindictive.

Her finat act of vengeance tips the scales and Hugh sees

through her enchanting exterior. He looks in her eyes and

wonders, "Did he see there pity or cruelty?" 40 She offers

him a life as slave to her whims and the intolerable ménage

à trois with the ne\Áz companion, Jocelyn. Wisely Hugh decides

on India with Mildred and escapes Emma's further influence-

In al-l of l{urdoch's f iction, tire::e is no greater enchanter

and manipulator than Julius King i. å Fairly Honourable

Defeat. Julius has a deep cynicism about the meaning and

lrlhat sort of philosophy of life aIlows her to be so
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signíficance of 1ove. He joins forces wíth Morgan, Tal1is,

estranged wife, to test out the theory that no love relation- -,

ship is invulnerable to destrucLion. They jointly set out

to "test" Lhe relationship of a homosexual couple they know,

plus the stable, conventional relatíonship of her síster
Hilda to her brother-in-1aw, Rupert. Axel and Símon, the

homosexual couple, stand the iest and. survive" Hild.a and

Rupert are not so lucky. Rupert drowns accidentally ín his
backlzard pool after he discovers Hilda has truly left him

thinkíng that he is in love with her síster. The whole nasty

escapade was engineered by Ju1ius who used otrd. love letters
from Morgan to himself to draw the unsuspecting Rupert into
incrj-minating clandestine meetings with Morgan. Julius

stays comfortably out of the centre of action but is ín full
control of his helpless victims" He walks away from the

mess he has created and is unscathed and unrepentent.

It is difficult to determine exactly what Julius' source

of power over others is. Morgatr ín describing her feelings

for Julius while they were 'l iving together in the United States

says, "ït had been like a mystical vision into the heart of
reality...and then. ".to be shown a few mouldering chicken

bones lying in a dark corner covered with dust and fílth."4'l'

Elsewhere she describes thê process of falling in love with

Julius as a "cosmic explosion."4z He would. appear to be a

man of some considerable powers bearing the marks of the

Existentialist Romantic hero" Julius appears as the man

who knows all the answers, and, since he is confid.ent there

is no justicer Do retribution., believes he can do anything
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he wishes with impunity. The "chicken bones"43 b.-r=

striking resemblance to Sartrean "nausea" experienced when

Existentialists are confronted with th.e contingency of

things and peop'le.

Julius deliberately takes the pose of the isolated, '-

rational man dependent on his own will for all moral- decisions"

His por^rer lies in his confidence in his pose" He is so

confident of the validitv of his stand that he can make

statements such as:

I have no general respect for the human race.
They are a loathsome crew and donrt deserve
to survive"..One day some really sensational
virus, the absolute pet of some biochemical-
hack like myself, will get out and all human
life '¡¡i11 cease in a matter of months. " "That¡s
why the whole thing will go merrily on until it
brings the whol-e rotten human experiment to an
end ior good and a11.44

Julius is more than a cynic, he is openly contemptuous

of everyt.hing. Rupert becomes his perfect foi1" It is Rupertts

cross to bear that he is a man wrestling with philosophy,

metaphysics and the nature of the Good" Julius cannot tolerate

this "Good"-seeking and rails at Rupert,

Good is dull. Vfhat novelist ever succeeded in
making a good man interesting? Tt is character-
istic of this planet that the path of virtue is
so unutterably depressing that it can be guaranteed
to break the spirit and quench the vision of any-
body who consistently attempts to tread it" Evil,
on the contrary, is exciting and fascinating and
alive. ft is afso very much more mysterious
than goçd. Good can be seen through. Evil is
opaque. a'

It should be obvious from the above that Julius is not only

Rupert's challenger but a1so Miss Murdochrs. l{ost of the

concepts Julius challenges are the very ones that form the

core of Miss Murdoch's metaphysical theory dj-scussed earlier"
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He even goes so far as to question the possibility of

conceiving of the Good at all,

It is not just that human nature absolutely
precùudes goodness, it is that good-ness, in
Ltrat extended sense, is not even a coherent
concept, it is unimaginable for,þuman beings,
like äertain things in physics"4þ

This is spoken like the scientist and rationalist that

Julius is j_n his everyday life" Typically that which

cannot be seen or measured cannot exist. Yet the case

is stated and the solution is by no means easy" Murdoch

has set up the stage for a moral struggle and the second

half of the book is the torigh game of i'Truth or Conse-

quences" that fotlows from the meeting of two such opposite

personalities as Julius and Rupert"

Julius, ínspired by the devotion and presence of

lforgan, decides to engineer a few marital catastrophies in

order to prove his theory of which there are two basic

tenets:
There is no relationship which cannot quite
easily be broken and there is none the breaking
of which is a matter of any genuine seriousness.
Human beilgs are essentially finders of sub-
stitutes. ='

Every man loves himself so astronomically more
than he loves his neighbour. Anyone can be
made to droP anYone-48
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Part I of the book ends with the

ten days to split the couPle AxeI

Axel and Simon live together in a

homosexual relationshiP. Julius

weaker partner, Simon, bY making

-.t-r'i'l¡'i nn nf #?ra Ìrarn¡'i n.Þ LMrrlY v! urlç vq! Y qrlr .

and Simon or ten guineas"

perfectly harntonious

manages to compromise the
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On his own initiative, Julius decides to enlarge

the selection and determines on setting up a parallel

experiment on Rupert and Hilda. The moral drama is ready

to begin; the reader knows each of the characters' person-

alities. The question becomes who will survive"

,fulius then quite ruthlessly and with considerable

curiosity manipulates events to jeopardize both,Rupert/

Hil-da and Axel/Simon relationships. He manages things

with such efficiency and malign skill that both couples are

on the verge of splitting even before the ten-day period.

is over. He treats the wlrole business as if it were one

of his chemical experimentsi i.e., throwing people together

in novel and compromising circumstances and seeing how they

react. Airily, he sums up the arranged Morgan/Rupert

.':

to

rencontre as a "midsummer enchantment"49 as though it meant

no mgre than a scene from a play" Simon, called to wítness

this embarrassing rendezvous, j-s rightly horrified and pro-

tests¡ "You canrt play with people like that-" dO This is the

real question about Julius and his mode of perceptj-on. Can

he get away with it? It appears he can as the plot thickens

with his added bit of stírring and as"the experiment's subjects

proceed to get more and more deeply involved in deception

--,1 ^^ñ^l .i ¡'i +,CIIIU U(JrttPJruru!.

Julius is incredibly astute in his analysis of human

psychology, He appears to understand completely the emotional

dynamics of his victims as he correctly assesses Simon's

sexual interest in himself and his incompetence in coming to



moral decisions; he recognizes Hilda's need for flattery

and her innate suspiciousnesst he uses Morgan's foolish,

melodramatic temperament to involve her more deeply with

Rupert; and he k-nows Rupert's vanity" About Rupert, Julj-us

has this to sây,

.l{ix up pity ancl vanj-ty an<1 novelty in an
emotj-onaI person and you at once produce,
something very much like being in love"f,r

Once he has clamaged if not destroyed Rupert's marital

1ife, Ju1ius experiences a moment of victory where he tritely

lectures Rupert,

You have expected too much of yourself, Rupert"
No marriage is as perfect as you have imagined
yours to be and no man as upright as you have
posed to yourself as being":

A Iittle realism, a Louch of shall we call- it
ironical pessimism, will oil the wheels" Iiuman
life is a jumbled rarnshackle business at best É.n
and you real1y must stop aspiring to b.e perfect.'^

But if R.upert is guilty of pride, r^rhich is af ter all a f airly

normal human failing, Julius is guilty of the far greater

críme of. cynicisrn whích <iest-rcys v''eirì'!-(ìr:IY" ¡lupert t,ras at

least trying to create an ansrver. Science as defined as

objective experimentation and observation and as represented

by the arch-scientist Julius does not provid.e a framework

for morality. In her theory, Lt{iss Ï4urdoch v,Tarns against

enlargíng science belzond its bounds, "l4oral concepts do not

move v¡ithin the hard ¡¡orld set up by science and logic.

They set up for different purposes, a different world."53

Julius oversteps thê limits of science and. rvith his human

experiments, he demonstrates his cal-l-ous disregard and
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disrespect. for the mystery and opacity of persons" Fie

is correct insofar as he recognizes that human beings are

subject to many mechanical l-ar.^¡s and that much of behavior is

structured and patterned. [^]here he errs is in the totatity

of his vision of a circumscribed, deterrnínístic universe.

The amoral "will" vlhich he bríngs to Ìrear on the Þersonal,

phenomenal world can never replace the just and. loving

"attention" of one person for another. This is demonstrated

in the case of -Axel and Simon vzho survive the halocaust of

Julius. RupertIs tragic "accidental" death and Julius¡

complete nonchalance and absence of guilt feelings, demon-

strate what a complete monster the man is" The final stroke

of collosal evil--Julius profanes Rupert's nÌemory by dining

alone in Rupertrs favorite Paris restaurant. The reader

is left v¡ith the appalled conviction that in Jul-ius rests

the spectre of total evil" Ju1ius does escape punishment

and arr essentially good man does die.

Perhaps the experience of Belsen permanently warped

.lulius. Those who experienced the camps saw human life at

its most degraded level. This is the only feasible excuse

for Julius' behavior. He fails to perceive the Good because

he has witnessed so much evil, and he has no wish to perceive

the Good since it would break fa:'-th r¿ith his scientific

credo. To believe in Gcod woulcl requ-ine an act of faith

of which Julius is incapable. Since Good is unimaginable,

Julius dismisses it as non-existent. It almost seems that

Miss Murdoch has so planned the novel as to force the
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reader to choose between good and evil" tt is left to

the reader to decide whether the paltry. sin of vanity for

which Rupert unnecessarily dies equates witfr the great sin

of treating people like molecules in a chemical formula.

In Jul-ius, Iris l4urdoch has given us a terrif ying
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spect.re of evil. In this characterization of evil, i{urdoch

is bluntly and honestly presenting the problem of the Good.

Good is soft and. vulnerable" Evil is cold and hard.. Ïn

A Fairly Honourable Defeat, Good is defeated. Julius does

win his case in the Rupert/Hilda/Morgan manipulation" Retrí-

bution seems to be non-existent" Evil deeds truly can go

unavenged. Still, Axel and. Simon survive through understanding

ánd sincere communication. Murdoch leaves u.s Some ground for

hope but implies that the struggle between good and. evil is

heaviiy weighed in favor of eviI"



Conclusion

Tt might be said wiih a reasonable degree of confid.ence

that Tris Murdoch has succeeded v¡here many other contemporary

authors have failed,. She has brought metaphysics to Lhe

layman" Through her many novels, she. has voiced her philos-

ophic beliefs in a manner far more'powerful than trenchant

Oxford debates. Although I have. not written to Chatto and

Wind.us or Penguin Books to obtain statistics on her book

sales, f would judge from the very fact that the novels have

all been prod.uced in paperback as well as hardcover, that

Miss Murdoch has done very well. Certainly she d'oes not have ¡¡"
popularity of a Nabokov or Updike" Holever, I would hazard

a guess that her total sales in fiction alone would exceed

the total sales of philosophic titles written by her meta-

physical menÈors--Weil and l,Iarcel. Weil's theory of loving

attention to others might have been lost in the dust of

academia had not Murdoch sought to revitalize it with her own

writings. Likewise would Gabriel Marcelrs ideas of manrs

essential being have been volumes on a shelf in the philosophy

d.epartment. Murdoch has given lrîr.John Q. Public some very

useful tocls in understanding the reality of his own life.

All this she has done through the blending of her fiction

and her philosophy" What contemporary writer dares speak

openly of virtue, goodness, moral choice, the meaning of life

and love--especially in their novels?

BO
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Critics such as Byatt and T¡Iolfe have drawn attention
to l4urdochrs unique literary blend of philosophy and narrative.
Frank Baldanza, in his excellent critical work on Miss l4urdoch,

has given her such accolades as, ".Miss l4urdoch certainly ranks

arnong the top five novelÍsts writing in England today: and.

to my tastes would head the list in quaIity. "l Here is his

final comment on }lurdoch--"I{iss l{urdoch is this era's mosL

profoundly moral spokesmarr."2

lle have seen how six dist'inguishable character types emerge

from a Study of l4urdoch's novels" There are more as well. Ifot

touched upon are the good and virtuous men, the saint, and. the

martlzr--a11 of whom are represented in her novels" Iris

Murdoch might be seen as a spokesman for a moral philosophy

as represented through her vivid characterization" Her'charact-

eríza'tíon has tend.ed to date to be a richly interwoven fabric
of attitudes toward moral choice" The Neurotic has been seen

to rnask reality rvith a comforti-ng fantasy. The l4anipulator

chooses to ignore the reality of the other person and instead,

treats that person like a pawn. The Conventionalist removes

himself from others and life by placing between "him" and "them"

a high r¡all of ritual, habit and pure momentum. Egoists are

whoIly caught up in themselves" Sado-masochists are playing

quirklz little private games. Escapist.s busy themselves with

avoidì-ng the complexities of life. In this paper that is all

rve have explored to any depth. The list could gio on.

Iris Murdoch succeeds in offering the reader a rich

mixture of moral concepts and exemplars through her fiction.
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Her philosophy can be seen to form the backbone of her novels.

Her artistry is in her ability to present these concepts and

stilt have people buy her books " Her novel-s are entertai-ning

rvhile remainj-ng explorative " For Murdoch, f iction . amplif ies

philosophy and vice versa. The whole is g:reater than the

sum. of the parts.
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